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The election Monday was a
vf,i.'y spirited affair for the' select
ion of Justice of the Peace and
Constable. T. A." Smith, lrvin
Ogden and Edgar Florshim were
judges and Rev. t), W. Ilearn
and J. E. Wildman were clerk's.
These men had to be drafted into
the. service as none wanted the
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Rev. Frank L. Pratt, of the So
laño M. E. Circuit, who has beer
seriously ill with flu followed bj
pulmonary pneumonia,
at his
home on Dr. Brown's farm west
of town, is better and hopes U
soon be out and greet his friends
again. He is grateful to'Dr. Self
to whose skill and constant care,
'
he cnedits bn recovery,
4

Obituary

.

51-5- 9.

"

The J, P. Election at Mills resulted in a tie vote btween D. A.
Espy, cashier of the Bank, and
F. B. Misner. They have called a
new election to settle the matter.
Both gord men so the precinct
is sure of a competent Justice
whichever way it goes.

,
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JAMES LAWRENCE HAYES

0
Jmr.es Lawrence Hayes was bom
Kh'fi county, Missouri, Feb. 23, 16."5
an.! departed thi: life at the family
h'.if.e 13 miles northeast of Roy, January 11th, 1910, ageJ C3 years, 10
m(.nth3 and 13 days. At the age of
3 years he moved with his parents to
Efiingham county, 111., and later to
Clay county, 111. When a young man
he moved to Ringold county, Iowa, and
while there he met and married Elizabeth A. Fender on Nov. 4, 1880.
To this union were born four chil1

dren, Clarence M., who was killed by
being thrown from a horse on his
ranch east of Roy in 1909; Bertha A.
Kinfr of Raton, N. M., Mary M. Johnson who was killed in an explosion in
Roy in 1916, and Lawrence Guy, who
live.) at the family home east pf Roy.
Mr. Hayes united with the United

Brethren church at Beacondsfield, la.,
in 1886.
Later he united with the
Methodist church at Roy in 191G, and
has remained true to the faith.
For the past three years Mr. Hayes
has been failing in health but until
recently was not considered seriously
ill. An attack of the "flu" in October
followed by other complications re
sulted in his death at. noon last Sat
urday.
Mr. Hayt'3 was a member of the In-- ,
dependent Order of Odd Fellows' and
also a member of the Modern Wood
man Lodge and was a true brother in
these organizations.
He leaves to mourn his departure
a loving wife, two childien, 6 grand
children, two brothers and one sister,
besides his many ralattves and friends
During his long illness he was cared
for by relatives assisted by neighbors
and the Odd Fellows provided a mem
ber to assist for a number of weeks
The funeral was held Monday, Jan.
13th, at the Christian church, in Roy,
conducted by his pastor, Rev. J. W.
InWilson, of the Methodist church.
terment was at th Roy Cemetery with
the rites of the, I. O. O. F. lodge.

The editor Í3
indebted fcr
a splendid dinner and cordial
entertainment Tuesday, to Mr.
.
J. Florsheim, who, noticing our emaciated condition
and attributed it to our trying
tó live on our own cooking. Our
lonesome little shack will seem
home-towmore
destitute than ever, since
Subsribe to your
seeing
how neighbors live. But
the S A.
DON'T DELAY
CARD OF THANKS
Saturday's
comin' and so is
then
We hereby express our sincere gratCarlos Branch asks that the Mrs. 0., and it will bé different.
itude
for the many kindnesses and
Paso,
El
him
to
at
come
helpfulness of the friends who have
where is now located,
G. R. Abernathy is hauling ministered to us and our beloved
and father during his illness anu
out $25 to $50 worth of feed", a
funeral rites.
the
at
H,
from
in
Mitchell
came
J.
day for hi3 stock. He has a
Mrs.
J; L. Hayes & Children.
sends
Tuesday
and
the
the farm
world of wheat and grass pasture
MitchZ.
T.
to his brother,
but they can't get to it.
RESOLUTIONS OF I. O. O. F.
ell, at Gentry, Arkansas.
..
Col, F. 0. White camósin SaturWhereas, death hás again broken
Will Brashears made the round
day with "Daddy" Day, who has otir ranks and claimed as a victim
trip of his route with a team
bur respected and béloved brother.
been ill out at his new farm, and James
L. Hayes, therefore be it
It is a hard 2
him at the Self Sanatorium
Resolved, that Homestead Lodge,
hit
days drive but the patrons of the
in Roy for care till he gets well. No. 46, I. O. O. F has, in his deparroute appreciate the service unture, loót a useful and faithful mem"Cafey" has been sick 'for the ber,
his family a "kind husband and inder present road conditions.
past two weeks himself and sure dulgent father, ahd the community a
shows the 176(113 of it plainly. good citizen.
Mr. Will Roberts, living on a
Resolved, that we extend to his beHe has several sales dated for reaved family our sympathy and conranch up near Abbott, was
and hopes to be dolence, while depricating the little
brought id by Dr. Gibbs Satur- the near future
we can do to soften their sorrow.
out in his old form for them.
day night in an auto for an oper
Resolved that we gladly perform the
within cur power as lodge and
duties
Hospital
ation, at the Plumlee.
A. Benefit Show at the
for further comfort point them to Him
for relief of some serious internin Roy Thursday nite in whom we all put our trust, and be
al disorder. It was a hard trip
it further
for the "Near East" presents
Resolved, that these resolutions be
but accomplished safely.
"Crushing through to Berlin". incorporated in our minutes as a MeA war Spectacle Picture, along morial of him and a opy sent by the
Fred Fluhmann brought sev- Secretary to the bereaved family.
with special music, speeaking
(Signed)
eral members of his family toRoy
R. A. Pendleton,
and a very attractive program.
Saturday" and all remained for
Edgar Floersheim,
so we
Sorry the date is Press-da- y
the picture show. It is a long
lrvin Ogden, '
'
can neither advertise or write it
Committee.
drive from his place with a team
up this week.
and it has been a long time to be
Regular pernees of the Methodist
On Saturday night Mr. Sarg-ea'
Episcopal Church, in Roy, Sunday, Jan
shut up at home by the bad
will show," 'The Sinking of uary 26, 11 a. m., and 8 p. m.; at tht
weather.
the Luistania along with a good Christian church. All are invited to
'
these services.
COME,. Everybody.
J.'W. Beck returned Tuesday comedy.
Rev. J. M. Wilson, Fastor.
. v.
from a trip to Santa Fe." He
The Mills Branch of the Red
left the tap open at
Someone
has been gone for a week or more
$125.00 in check to J. the Drug store Wednesday, night
sent
Cross
and we hardly expcted him home
Florsheim,
Chairmad of the and the pipes thawed out, in tht
until after the big doin's at the
Drive for the "Near liast" relief night, letting the pump flooi the
Scottish Rites. Cathedral in Sana
which a9sureus that the full
store. Wt te was an - inch deep
Fe.
demanede from here wili all over and would h'ave been
deener if it had not run out un
Elby Bowman remembers us be subscribed.
n
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We're off for another yean and
tbe staTcee from Rush Center Kansas and
vwhatever the race or
coming. It
wé'll be in the running, and says "Keep the
only
get
is
nSws
from the
the
we
whish ali our readers the sucold
friends there.
ourself, and mesa and
cess we hope
that the highest ideals of tht
great minds now striving foi
World Peace may become a re

lo

Hats off to Solano! She's the'
home of a Soldier who will bring
homo the "Distingushed Service
Cross", and whose name is Corporal Leo L. Ross, son of Walter
Ross. Of Solano.
He was a member of Co. I).
361st. Infantry, and in action
near Genes, France, Sept. 2Gth.
1918. he, with an officer crossed
drudgery.
day's
reJudge F. "II. Foster was
the line of wires, and captured
elected with' 110 votes of the lt three machine guns and four
cast, one voter scratching him. prisoners, and on the same day
The real contest was between he, with two other soldiers cap
R. A. Pendleton, Village Mar- tured three machine guns and 26
shall, and Frank Schultz, Deputy "Kamerads", ,
For this reason he was decoraSheriff, for the office of Constable. .'Schurtz won out by á ted by General Pershing, in the
majority of 8 votes, the score be- name of the President, with the
cross for "Extrtosdinary Heroing
The large vote wa3 a surprise ism In Action".
Of course we expected it of
to all as ry) one expected any inhe comes of that kind of
him,
in
wonld
shown
be
this
terest
stock,
but we are 'glad just the
election.
same that he got to prove it.
I, C. Floersheim, editor of the
Here's our congratulations to
Sptinger Times, won over J. F.
the father who sent him to do
Hutchison, Editor of the Stockwhat he would have liked to do
man, in the J.P.election at Sprin
himself, had he been young
ger, nearly 2 to 1. Hutchison is
enough.
mayor and this divides honors.
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Gets D. S. Cross

This issue marks the beginning
and
of a new volume of the
we start on the lfitji year of it's
exponent
existence as an
of Roy. The years which" the
present editor has spent as the
recorder of events have been
streñous years, fraught with
much Weal and woe, for us and
the community, but when we re'
member back to the conditions
when we first began recording
we can but marvel at the
advance we have made. Then
there was no wheat or bean fields
no tractors or autos, no permanent homes, no dairy herds, no
thresning machines, no rural
mail or telephone lines, nothing
bufa little town with a lot of

range country surrounding

J

Malice toward None, witih Charily for Al!, and w'úh Firmness in the Right."
Ií() Y,M ORA CCMJNTY.""" N ew Mexico, .Saturday,' January""" )." 1919.

""

J. P. Election

and the efforts being made at
farming were the subject of
scorn of the men who
had grazed the country with
flocks and herds and who KNEW
. jt could never be farmed.
The change is too apparent to
recite today. With le?s than' one
per cent of the land under
miracles have been performed by men who won't take
"No" for an answer, even from
dame Nature.
The last year, with all its strife,
turmoil, and victory. The present convention pf nations in it's
effort to secure the peace of the
world for the future, while anarchy and violence, hunger and
destitution, following the wake
of the great war, stili leaves us
groping for the Light we believe
is just ahead.
There are times when we wish
devoutly to get away from active
participation in events and the
duty of recoding them, then the
lure of the future and the duties
of the present, make it a joy to
be if not'really in the game
at
least along the side lines with a
pencil and pad.
We hope for much from the
year covered by volume 16, of
and if Roy and this
the
community outgrow us as a' recorder of events we shall be glad
to resign the job to younger and
more competent hands. If we
can keep tip with and procession
we want to do t but we shall
never want the pace slakened on
our account.
We appreciate the patronage
and support you jhave given us
the past year ahd modestly admit we have given you a home
paper a little above the average
of country weeklies. We ' admit
we could have done better with
more financial support, but we
didn't have it so did our best
with what we bad. We have
given, of our time, labor and advertising space to the activities
of the past year, an amount if
charged up in dollars and cents
which would be creditable, and
we have filched out of our earn- ings, dollars which we donated
to the stme cause even thothes'
dollars co3t us 12 cents apiece in
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DOG-TA-

X

NOTICE

All citizens of Roy, having

in

their possession a dog or dogs are
required by Village Ordinance to
purchase a Dog Licence and
properly vtag all clogs or keep
them confined and prevent their
being at large on the streets.
One week after the publication'
if this notice, or on the after
January 25th, all djgs not licenced and tagged will be killed ii
found at large on the streets.
"; .,
Secure tags from
R. A. Pendleton, Village Marshall
-

I.

der the frontdoor.

Horses Poisoned

.

One store iri town is tnorolv
scrubbed-- .

Frank Heiman, drove in from
An epidemic of Flu at Abbott,
his ranch at the top of the Ais keeping Dr. Gibbs busy with
lbert Hill lastFriday, with a team
patients. One death,
He brought along a sack of oats hisR.R.
a child, is reported,
to. feed tne horses and
gota sack which his fathei
had brought from down in the ;Miss Etta Hornbakerhas moved
valley, and which had been, pois- to Roy and will do.sewing while
oned for killing prarie dogs. her sister attends school the rest
Frank knew nothing of this and of the winter. She desires t(
brought the poisoned grain for hold a session of Harmony .Re
his team. Both horses died from bekah Lodge Friday evening at
it and he sscurei a team and the Odd Fellows Hall. The lodge
dragged them out onto the prar meetings have been discontinued
ie..- It was a g:od little team and
on account of many reasons for
a serious loss, also an object
a long time and as N. G. she is
in the use of pestdestnyerr. anxious to get it going once more
by-mis-

take

-

les-w- n

X

Number

insurance Business Change
A welcome buisncís change
occured last week when Cipriano
Lujan, of. Sabinoso, purchased
the store of Adelo Tanos and
moved here with his fami y to
take charge of it and become a
citizen of Roy.
Mr. Lujan has six children of
school age and they are all in
school and delighted with the
chance to attend graded school.
The schooling of his children ia
what brought Mr. Lujan to Roy
and dragged him from .his fine
ranch and store at Sabinoso
where he has lived most of h3
life. His son, Frank, will run the
store there and a younger son,
Juan, will assist m the Roy store.
The place has been cleaned out
straghtened and stocked up till it
is a very attractive place and the
cordiality withv which you will
be greeted, and the straight business methods are bound to get a
good share of the trade.
Cipriano is an uncompromising
Democrat, who has stood by his
ideals a long lifeaime, and his
loyalty to his principles has withstood a lot of persecution .and fi
nancial loss without ever wavering.
Roy is to be congratulated in
having attracted such a citizen,
and he and his family are a welcome addition to the town.

A prominent buisncss man and
one who has the financial interests of this mesa at heart suggests that it would be a great
stunt for the farmers and wheat
growers of this mesa to get to
gether and form a
Hail Insurance Company .or mu-- :
tual protection this summer. He
points out Hail Insurance is a
very expensive but absolutely
necessary precaution when crops
are good and that' if a
company could be formed, it
would equalize the burden of loss
by nail among the people of the
mesa, and save an immense
of money from going out
of the community to foreign insurance companies.
If the losses from hail are
small, then the Saving . will be
still greater for no one will pay
for anything but actual losses.
If they are severe, then we will
still be ahead for we will save a
gents commissions and officers

salaries.

ihe ios3 trom hail last year
was so great and so general that
no prudent man will risk farm
ing without some insurance this
year.

A

Many thousands of dollars will
be. spent for hail insurance and
if a mutual company was formed
with reliable and competent men
for President and Secretary, arid
Losses of Livestock are reporta S33S the members on'y when
ed from all over the mesa since
losses have been had, it would the cold weather set in. One
be the cheapest, saft , and best
m n at Mills has lost over 200 of
insurance to be
his herd of 1,300, brought from
We heartly endorse the sugthe drought regions ot Texas last
gestion and hope the farmers
fall
will get busy before the time
TomMcGrath, 'of Mills, lost
fann work begins ad form such several of his
best cattle from
a company.'
eating beans and many other
Boyd C; Terry, formerly a losses will occur if the snow does
not leave soon. It is too bad,
homesteader near So'ano, but
with the best grass here we ever
now a wheat farmer at Billings
had,
that stock must perish
Okla. sends us a substantial aswant-ofor
it.
surance that he still Iike3 this
'

f

mesa and wants to lead of cur
doings. He would sell his farm if
anyor.e wants it.

Mrs, Hale Released
Atty. J; B. Lusk, Judge F. II.
Foster, Mr. J. D. Wade, and
other witnesses returned from
Las Vegas Sunday. They were
there as witnesset in the Habeas
Corpus proceedings of Mrs. R.A.
Hale heard in chambers Saturday.
Mrs. Hale was released from
jail as the evidence did not suffice
to hold her as an accomplice of
her husband in the killing of
Frank Lusk.

Dr. Roberts, of the Las Vegas
Normal University, advises that
Senator Jones has the appointing of a Cadet to Annapolis
Naval School and he wishes every
High School boy in the State to
try for it if he is physically fit.
The examinations will be held
Feb. 15th and, all applications
should be in Dr. Roberts' hands
by Feb. 1st. The Principal of the
High School will have charge of
the examinations,

'

H. F. Henry, the stucco-workcame dfjwn from Springer
Monday to look up some work
er

.

R. Lopez returned Sunday from
Albuquerque. The Traister case
had not been called as Mr. Traister was reported ill at home and
unable to appear.

here. Helias finished a lot of
work in Springer and will go to
Raton and take a vacation for a
time. He will come back to Roy
in the spring.

A verdict of "Not Guilty" was
directed by Federal Judge Neb-lit- t
in the case against John S.
Piper, of Miüs on a charge of
taking freight from the Mills Depot and not paying some freight

Anyone looking for a pattern
for a sled can find anything he
wants in the way of .home-madrigs by standing on the streets
anhourv. There'are more kinds of
sleds made of more kinds pf macharges.
terial than anybody ever saw beBart rand Mabry, of Albuquer fore,
.
que, were his attorneys.
T. E. Mitchell drove in from
Ralph E. Twkchel! sends us Albert Sunday in his car.
It was
felicátions for the little we have a hard trip all the way espically
done fo' the "Near East'' cam- up the hill. He reports some lospaign to feed starving Armenian ses among his herd of cattle from
and Jews. Anyway we like to be the bad weather.
appreciated. .
He went to Albuquerque and
Santa Fe returning Wednesday.
Sheriff A. C, Tiujillo came
home from M ra Sunday to look
Rev. Ttiplett and little daught'
He
inch,
his
at
Mano.
r
er returned Sunday to Solano to
after
will move to Mora to live as soon resume his duties as Principal
as he can arrange to do so.
of the Solano Schools.
He haa
been down in Texas since the
Mrs. Ogden returned to Soiar.oj first of the year fit the funeral of
Sunday to resume her sehod, his daughter.
work after a long va:ation un- School begins again at Solano,
JPweather conditions i mproved Monday and will continue unless
and the roads again became prevented by more bad weather
'and Quarantines.
i assable,
:
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CAP'N WARREN GETS A COLD RECEPTION AT THE HANDS

Cap'a VV
Tff

OF HIS

wan CBS

Atwood Orare

WARDS

By
J0SEFI1 C.

t

IIXOLII
mi, V

O- -

Apptotom

New York lawyer, goes to South Denaboro, Cnpe

voa, 10 see vaptain imsna warren, caught in a terrific storm while
on the way, be meets Cap'n Warren by accident and goes with the lat
ter to we borne. The lawyer Informa Cap'n Warren that hla brother,
whom he bad not aeen (or eighteen years, baa died and named him as
guardian ot hla two children, Caroline aged twenty, and Stephen, aged
nineteen. The captain tells Gravea he will go to New York and look
over the situation before deciding whether be will accept the trust.
The captaln'a arrival In New York causes consternation among hla warda
and their aristocratic friends.

Wards

Ooprricht,

YtTO

9

0

SPANISH-A-

ERIC AM

It was Stephen who replied: "We aren't
kids. We're old enough to decide some
things for ourselves, I ahouid think."
'Yes; sartln. That's right But
didn't know but p'raps some of your
menas might have helped along. This
Mrs. Dunn now, she kind of hinted to
me that she'd well, done what she
could to make you comf'table."
She baa," avowed Caroline warmly,
"Mrs. Dunn and Malcolm have' proved

AfH'T,r.jfc'.r M.,..rfrr

mi Mir

t

t

)l I'?-.- '

I

I."

"Ufe

their friendship in a thousand ways.
We never can repay them. Stephen
and I, never."
'
Cadet Aviators, Delayed, Say Things of St.
'No. There's some things yon can't
ever pay, I know that Mrs. Dunn
you were an aviator in the habí: of taking little trips at the
found this nice place for you, did she?" ST. LOUIS. If
scy, 120 miles an hour; and If Uncle Sam banded you a two
of,
Why, yes. Mrs. Dunn knew that
we had decided to move, and she has a weeks' Christmas leave, Just oufflclent for a dash home half way across the
continent ; and if your train refused to
cousin who is interested in New York
go faster than SO miles an hour, thereproperty. She asked him, and be men
by missing connections for home, what
tioned this apartment"
would you say?
"One of bis own, was it?"
That is exactly what 200 officer- -,
yon
Why
so.
so par
are
"I believe
and
cadets from the School of Military
ticular? Don't you like
Aeronautics in Austin, Tex., said the
'Isn't it aa good aa those in what do
other day when their slow train from
you call it South Denboro?" Stephen
the South puffed Into St Loulo too
T
'
;.
asked maliciously.
late for eastern connections.
Captain EHsha laughed heartily.
Three Chicago cadets, Jack Gib"Pretty nigh aa good," he said. "I
bons, Paul M. Becker and Ralph F.
didn't notice any better on the way to
Hetzel, sprinted for it and eaueht the
the depot as I drove up. What's the
n
rent? Youll excuse my aakln', things last home train. They won the race amilnst time bv an evelash. hut tho
Really, you know, it was quite undlenlfled the war thev ran for thnt
bein' as they are."
"Twenty-tw- o
hundred a year, an train. They seemed to have an Idea that to stop over nlcht in St Louis was
something to be regretted. It looked as if they preferred to be on their way.
swered hla niece coldly.
The captain looked at ber, whistled, Their flight through the streets and depot and train shed was positively head- broke off the whistle In the middle and long. Everybody got out of the way except those who were too astonished
to move.
did a little mental arithmetic.
"Twenty-tw- o
hundred a year!" he re
, Those who. got left appeared to be disgusted with life.- St Louis appeated. "That'a one hundred and eighty parently did not appeal to them at all. They got together and expressed their
odd a month. Say, that cousin of Mrs. opinion of things In general and St. Louis In particular.
;
Dunn's must want to get his investment
What did they say?
back. You mean for just these ten
Well, that can't very well be printed In a newspaper, especially
rooms?"
In a St. Louis newspaper.
Stephen laughed scornfully.
Of course in Chicago people run to cross the streets ahead of street cars
"Our guardian has been counting, and automobiles. They act as If they were going
somewhere.
In St Louis
Caro," hé remarked.
such frantic haste. Is not considered good form.
'Yes. Yea, I counted this mornm'
Chicago "hustle," on the other hand,, has become a byword.
when I got up. I was Interested natu

Lais

Captain Elisha putted thoughtfully at mother, and perhaps my advice might-N- o?
Very welt You know best bu- the grunted. "Humph! xou understand that it is something
"So? Want to know. Your husband Then I cal'late maybe"
He took
other than mere curiosity which leads
lead, ma'am V
step toward the door, stopped, turned me to ask."
"Yea," she answered shortly.
It back and said with calm decision:
"Of course, I understand," aald the
It looks as If it might snow, doesn't guess I'd better stay. Yon won't mind girl hastily. "Thank yon very
much.
aald,
changing the subject
me, Caroline yon and Stephen. You Perhaps by and by I can. tell you ev
Itr aha
shouldn't wonder. Hare yon any mustn't As I aald, I ain't comp'ny, erything. But we must see Mr. Graves
children, nu imr
rm one of the family, your pa's broth- first I oh, don't ask ma more now,
"One a con." The widow's tone was er, and I're come some consideróle Mrs. Dunn."
frigid.
ways to see yon two young folks and
The widow of ao astute a politician
"Sot He must be comfort to you. talk with you. I're come because your as Mike Dunn had been In bis day
i a pose uxeiy ne a a mena of my pa asked me to. I'm used to roughln' could have scarcely failed to profit by
aephew and niece toa"
it been to sea a good many v'yages, bis teachings. Moreover, she possessed
-Certainly!"
and if a feather bed ain't bandy I can talent of her own. With a final pat
There came the sound ot laughter get my forty winks on the floor. So and a kiss abe prepared for departure,
from the passage outside.
The ball that's settled, and you mustn't have me
After the pair bad been shown out
door opened. A moment later Caro on your conscience. Ihat'a sense, ain't by Edwards, on the way home In the
Une, followed by her brother and it Mrs. Dunn?" car Mrs. Corcoran Dunn lectured ber
Mrs. Corcoran Dunn did not deign a son severely.
young Dunn, entered the library.
"Have you no common sense?" she
"Ob, Mrs. Dunnf Caroline cried, reply. Caroline answered for her.
"Very well," she said coldly. Step demanded. "Couldn't you see that the
Tm ao glad I accepted your Mai
ping to the desk she rang a bell. The girl would have told me everything If
butler appeared In the doorway.
you hadn't laughed like an Idiot?"
"Edwards," said Miss Warren, "this
The young man laughed again.
gentleman," indicating the captain, "la
jover ne exciaimea, "it was
to be our guest for the present Yon enough to make a wooden Indian
may ahow him to bis room the blue laugh. The old jay with the barnacles
room, I think. If it la not ready aee telling us about the advantages
a
sailor's life. And Steve's face! Ho, ho!" rally.1
that It is made so."
Yes, Miss Caroline,"
replied Ed
His mother snorted disgust
wards. Retiring to the hall, he returnLast
"Was it necessary to Insult him the
SSSS ".Bi,iy Christmas" Caught by Detectives
ed with, the suit case.
first time you and be exchanged a two hundred was the rent of the entire
Will you wish to go to your room word?"
building?"
ALTOONA, PA. Lawrence Michael Farrell the "Master Forger,"
"Insult him? Him? Ha, ha! Do you
at once, air?" he asked.
"Billy Christmas" is under arrest Wp
"Well, I didn't know. I
üw0ii win.
"Why, I guess I might as well, com Imagine that a hayseed like that would
e
sparring partner of Jim Corbett, Jeffries,
"The rent," interrupted Caroline with knwn 88 William Keough,
modore," answered Captain Ellaha, recognize an insult without an intro dignity," was twenty-fou- r
hundred, but and other notables of the prize ring.
amlllng. "Little soap and water won't duction? You don't Intend putting him
to Mrs. Dunn, who explained to and employing In his various disguises
thanks
do no harm. Fact Is, I feel'a if 'twas on your calling list do you?"
her cousin that we were friends of hers, a full dozen aliases, has for more than
a prescription to be recommended. You "I Intend cultivating him for the it was reduced."
20 years matched his wits with the
needn't tote that valise, though," he present?"
cleverest sleuths of America, and has
being
"We
circumstances,'
in
reduced
"Cultivating him?"
added. " Tain't heavy, and I've lugged
observed her brother in supreme dis successfully eluded them. His more
got
off the car
"Yes for the present He is Rod- gust
it so fur already sence I
"Pity the poor orphans I By extensive activities were confined to
that I feel kind of lonesome without It" gers Warren's brother. That lawyer,
the holiday season.
gadl'
The butler, not knowing exactly how Graves, traveled miles to see him.
Farrell was no piker. He dealt
"That was real nice of Mrs. Dunn," d
to answer, grinned sheepishly. Captain What doea that mean? That in some
with the leading jewelers, merchants,
Captain
clared
heartily.
"About
Elisha
Elisha turned to Mrs. Dunn and ber important way he is connected with
haberdashery
establishments
and
son.
the estate and those two children. If bow much Is she wuth, do you thlnkr banks of the country,
principally in
"I don't know. I never inquired."
Well, good afternoon, ma'am," he the estate la worth anything, and we
-mo. wen, down our way," with a New York and Chicago. It was Just
said. "I'm real glad to have made your bave reason to believe It is, you and I
chuckle,
"we don't have to Inquire. Ask when the Chrlstmns shopping was at Its height that Farrell sauntered forth,
acquaintance. Yours, too, sir," with a must know it If it isn't it is even
attired immaculately In the latest styles, with silk hat and a Jaunty stick, to
"Well, welll" he exelalmed admiringly. nod toward Malcolm. "Your mother more Important that we should know
make bis purchases. It was then that be dealt heavily in forged drafts and
waste
more
we
young
.Caro
time.
before
girll"
"Bijra
told me what a friend of. the
If
...
travelers'
checks.
eolm's Invitation. We had a glorious folks you was and, ta Fm sort of actln' line is an heiress, if she inherits even
Farrell's operations are said to have netted him more than $25,000 a week
moderate
fortune"
way
now,
juat
pilot
of
In
a
'em
for
ridel I
through the Christmas shopping rush for many years.
She ahmgged her shoulders by way
speakln', any friend of theirs ought to
She stopped short Captain Warren
The biggest haul Farrell is said to have made was during the Christmas
to
finish
the sentence.
Hope to aee you of
bad risen from hla chair and was fac be a friend of mine.
shopping season of 1913, when his operations In New York city, Boston and
When Captain Elisha emerged from
Mr.
Dunn."
often,
ing her. Mrs. Dunn also rose. .
Philadelphia are said to have netted him $85,000.
The young man addressed smiled, his room after a wash and change of
"Caroline," she said nervously, "this'
He decided to do his Christmas shopping in Chicago the following year
with amusement not at all concealed. linen he found the library untenanted.
pausing on the word '"gentleman la and languidly admitted
and was able to put away for the rainy day about $25,000, much of which was
be was He atrolled about bis hands behind
that
bere to see you. He aaya be
picked up on State street with forged paper.
him, inspecting the pictures with criti
"charmed."
The captain Interrupted her. Step
William A Plnkerton, who was elated at the apprehension of Farrell, put
When the captain finally departed, cal Interest Caroline, dressed for din
ping forward, be seized hla niece's preceded by Edwards and the suit ner, found him thus engaged. He turn
Farrell second on his list of famous forgers. The greatest forger of them all
hands In his. ""Well, welll" be ex- case, Stephen Warren threw himself ed at the sound of ber step.
was Charles Becker, alias "The Dutchman."
claimed admiringly. "Blje'e girl, that violently into a chair by the window.
"Why, hello!" be cried, with hearty
I ain't aeen since you waa a little mite Young Dunn laughed aloud. His moth- enthusiasm. "All rigged up for Inspec
9
Breaks His Parole, Fights and Wins
Full Pardon
of a baby! Caroline, I'm your Uncle er flashed aa indignant glance at' him tion, ain't you?"
i- "Inspection?"
Klisbar
and then hurried to Caroline.
"Good Lord!" groaned Stephen War
"Oh I that's just sailor's lingo. Means
Long before the United States declared war on Germany,
"Yon poor dear!" she exclaimed, put
DENVER.
ren.
ting an arm about the girl'a shoulder. you're got your Sunday uniform on,
$50 reward for the arrest, detention and return of Warren
Don't mind us, please don't Mal that'a all. My, My! How nice yon
Hazlett to the warden of the Colorado state penitentiary were scattered
CHAPTER IV.
colm and I understand that la, we look! But ain't black pretty old for
broadcast throughout the United
such a young girl?"
A Little Business Talk.
know how you feel and"
,
States.
In
replied
am
mourning,"
"I
his niece
A few months prior to this time
TP the captain heard Stephen'a fer-- "Oh, but you don't know, Mrs. coldly.
I rent ejaculation he paid no atten Dunn," cried Caroline, almost in tears.
he had been paroled from the peniten"There, there! Of course you are.
tion to it Dropping hla niece's "You don't understand. Ifs ao much
tiary. Within a short while he failed
Oh. why Tut tut! How could I forget it You
band, he extended hla own toward hla. worse than you think. I I
to make his regular report and left
see,
I've been so many years feelhV aa
did father do it? How could he be so
nepnew.
the community to which he had been
if I didn't have a brother that I've sort
sent Warren Hazlett, as a convict,
"And this Is Stephen?" be said. inconsiderate?"
got
you
Old
gone."
of
to
used
It
was
his
think
beln'
of
rant
the
the
"There,
!"
purred
there
the friend of
' "Well, Steve, you and me hare never
.
dropped from sight.
entire building?"
"I have not" Her eyes filled as she
met aforo, I b'lieve. But that'a our the family. "You mustn't yon know. said
word
him
The
came to the
first
of
it The captain was greatly moved, anybody you meet what bis next door
misfortune, not our fault bey How Yon really mustn't Who is this man?
state pardon board In the form of a
"I'm a blunderln old fool, my dear," neighbor's wuth, and he'll tell you
? Where does he come from ?
This
uncle
with
are you pretty smart T
letter, dirty and
It had
Why does he force himself upon you he said. "I beg your pardon. Do try to
The boy'a face waa flaming. He mum in this way? I didn't know your poor forgive me, won't you? And, perhaps in a hundred, and bow be got it and
been forwarded to the board by bis
bow
much
owes,
gets
he
how
and
be
bled something to the effect that he father had a brother."
-- perhaps
I can make up your losa to along with hla wife. Ho, ho I Speaklrf mother, and it told its own simple and effective story:
waa all right enough and turned away
isomewnere In France. I have been In France now for more than a year.
"Neither did we," growled Stephen you just a little mite, I'd like to. or wives, is this Mr. Dunn married T
without accepting the proffered hand. savagely. Malcolm laughed again. '
I have been through hell day and night I have met the Hun. like those
I'll try to, IT
looked
He
at
niece
as
his
asked
he
th
Captain Elijah glanced quickly at him,
He laid a hand on her shoulder. Sha question. There was no reason why hundreds of thousands of other brave Yanks. I have seen their treachery
"What doea it ail mean, dear?"
then at his sister.
and have fallen as one of their victims. I have been burned and blinded by
begged Mrs. Dunn. "You are in trou- avoided him and, moving away, seated Caroline should blush. She knew
it their poison gas, and I have
"Well, Caroline," he said pleasantly, ble, I'm
herself in a chair at the opposite side and bated herself for doing
been hit by their bullets. I am recuperating in
sure. Don't you think we
it
"I s'pose you've been eipecttn' me.
a base hospital back-- of the lines. We've eot the Huns llrkpd.
of the desk. The avoidance waa so ob"No,"
she
resentfully:
answered
"ba
Mr. Gravea told you I waa comln',
vious aa to be almost brutal. Captain
"Mother, I broke my parole and ran away to Kansas. There I was when
Is not."
didn't her
Elisha looked very grave for an inUncle Sam declared his fight to a finish against the Hun. My,Datriotlc snlrlt
"Um-hm- .
What's
bis
business?"
Misa Warren also waa flushed with
stant Then be changed the subject
"He Is connected with a Produce Ex gripped me and I enlisted under an assumed name. I have done my bit and
embarrassment and mortified surprise.
After some further conversation, dur- change house, believe."
now, mother, won't you please see the pardon board and see If you can't get
I
ing which Caroline was plainly ill at
"No," she stammered. "He baa been
me a pawionr
Oneoftheflrmr
ease, dinner was announced. When the
flL"
The board brought the matter tp the attention of Governor Gunter. chair
know. In New York we are
don't
"I
captain in his quaint way described to
"Eho, yon don't aay! So you didn't
.
as well posted or as curious con man of the board, and he immediately granted the boy an absolute pardon.
not
Caroline and Steve how be found bis
know I was comln' at an."
our mends private affairs
way in 'New York Caroline was bored, cerning
"No. We we hare not heard from
your townspeople seem to be."
and Steve was almost brutal with his
you since be returned."
I guess that's so. Well" be went on. Lilian May Have Been Spanked, but Twas Worth
interjections. For the hundredth time
"That's too bad. I hope I shan't put
rising, "I guess I've kept you young
Caroline asked Steve what had promptyon out any, droppin' in on you this
HICAGO. Policeman Lynch, at State and Adams streets, was accosted
folks from your work or or play, or
ed her father to make the captain their
way. Yon mustn't treat me as com-you was going to do, long
ennstmas eve Dy a Clapper young person of about fifteen who asked
whatever
guardian.
enough for this once.. I think I'll go where an automobile could be bought The policeman laughed. The young
jny, yon know. If 'tain't convenient
After
breakfast
the
morning
'next
if your apare room ain't ready so soon
Tor a spell" I've got an errand or person showed a large roll of bills.
came the "business talk." It was a out
after movln', or anything of tb- -t kind,
two I want to do. What time do yon The policeman led the way to central
brief one. Captain Elisha soon disI can go to a hotel somewhere for a
police station. Policewoman Reddy
covered that his brother's children have dinner?"
day or so. Hadn't I better, don't you
"We lunch at half past L" answered took one look and theor put the young
knew very little concerning their fa
Caroline. We dine at 7."
person into woman's clothes. .
thlnkr
ther's affairs. They had always plenty
yes, yes! I keep forgettln that
Caroline hesitated. If only they
"Oh,
The girl said she was June Clay
of money, had been Indulged in prac
might have been spared this public
tically every wish and bad never had supper's dinner. Well, I presume likely ton and was in town for shopping. No
It
mean,
dear?"
"What
does
all
humiliation! If the Dunns had not
to uuna. or plan for themselves. As to I'll be back for luncheon. If I ain't more would she tell and she stuck to
been there! It waa bad enough to have Malcolm and I might be able to help
don't wait for me. I'll be home afore her story. But the "missing girl" book
the size
this dreadful country uncle come at you?. We should so love to do it If ing moreof the estate, they knew noth- supper there I go again I afore din had a description that fitted June, who
Mr. Graves had told
than
all, but to have him come now, before you feel that you can confide in us, if
ner, anyhow. Goodby.1
finally owned up that she was Lilian
them, which was that Instead of the
they were prepared, before any expla- It Isn't a secret- "several millions which rumor had cred.
Kaftén of Oak Park, daughter of Louis
nations had been made! What should
She paused expectantly, patting the ited A. Rodgers Warren with possessKaftén, a junk dealer. The police of
Cap'n Warren etarta out to
efe do?
girl's shoulder. But Caroline, bad ing, 1500,000 would probably be the
city and suburb had been searching for her for 18 hours. Lilian, It appears,
Her brother, fidgeting at her elbow, beard young Dunn's laugh and was of- extent of their inheritance
make a little Investigation. The
got her father to sign his name on a blank sheet of paper. She wrote above
and that
tiot daring to look at Malcolm Dunn, fended and hurt Her eyes flashed as therefore they
next Installment telle how he
must live economically.
"Please let my daughter draw on my account for all she wants." . Her
It
who be knew was thoroughly enjoying she answered.
went about It
As a first step in that direction they
had $30 on deposit at the Home Bak and Trust company and Lilian
father
the scene, could stand it no longer.
"It's nothing," she said. "He has had given up their former home and
thought $299 was air she wanted and drew it out on the order. She stepped
"Caro," be snapped, "what are you come to see us on a matter of business, moved to the apartment
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Into the nearest hairdresser's and had her hair bobbed. TBen she started In
waiting for? Don't you know that the 1 believe. I am nervous and foolish,
Yes, yes," mused the captain: "1
on her shopping.
rooms are not ready? Of course they're I suppose.
Mr. Graves will see us sea Mr. Graves didn't know atout
Testing Tlmea.
First of all, she bought a suit of boy's clothes, a reefer, tan shoes and
notl We're sorry and all that but soon, and then everything will be ar- your movin', then? You did it on your
When everything Is dark, that is chauffeur's cap. The outfit cost ?40. She bought a watch and ring for her
Graves didn't tell us, and we aren't ranged. Thank you for calling, Mrs. own hook, so to speak?"
the time to bave faith in the light to brother, a dress tor an older sister,. Huida, and a wonderful doll that cost
prepared. Certainly hell have to go to Dunn, and for the ride."
Stephen answered promptly,
look forward steadfastly toward the $15 for her sister, Birdie. She also bought a camera, a pair
of driving gloves.
the hotel for for the present"
"Of course we did," he declared. dawn. The worst moments of doubt an assortment of neckties, shirts and toilet
It was a very plain bint but Mrs.
articles, and last of all a
He ventured to raise hla eyes and Dunn did not choose to understand it "Why not?"
of darkness in the souL asserts a
book entitled "Auto Driving
Over Night"
glare Indignantly at the cáptala Find- as such.
'No reason in the world. Airood.sen. welter, can become priceless moments
arrived and started home with her. He waa enderstood
father
Lilian's
ing the latter Voicing intently at him
yon
thing
sure
"You're
to do, I should say. Didn't of testing and of development if a
hadn't better tell elble
to say something under his breath about a spanking.
be dropped tbeta again and jammed his me the whole story, dear?" she urged. anybody advise yon where to go?"
man uses them rlghtl tad learaa
Lilian may have been spanked. Anyhow, 'twas worth it
.
tlinsbad CsU l&io bis pockets.
"I am old enough almost to b your J "Why should we need advice P Again their lesson.
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Not Carefully Applied.
The wife of a henpecked husbnnd;
"The new stenographer hair Is t hasn't much to crow over.
decided blonde, isn't it?"
"Yes, though I noticed a slight indeBOSCHEE'S SYRUP
cision around the roots."
Why use ordinary cough remedies
when Boschee s Syrüp has been used
A Doggone Shame.
years In
"I say, FIdo, you don't seem to be bo successfully for flfty-on- e
very well satisfied with your dinner, nil parts, of the United States for
coughfl, bronchitis, colds settled In ths
today."
"How could I be when this family throat, especially lung troubles? It
gives the patient a good night's rest,
has gone bone dry?"
free from coughing, with easy expectoration in the morning, gives nature
a chance tp soothe the Inflamed parts,
throw pff the disease, helping the pa'
tient to regain bis health. . Made in
Back and Kidneys Were in America and sold for more than half
century. Adv.

Suffered For Years

"My kidney were' o week that the
least cold 1 caught would affect them
and atart my back aching nntil I
could hardly endure the misery," aiyi
mvi. u. j. itooa, j juiion St., Brooklyn, N. Y. ."In the morning when I
nrst got up, my duk
waa ao lame, 1 could
hardly bend over and
any more sent darts of
pain through my kidneys. It was hard for
me to walk up stairs or
stoop, and to move
while lying down sent
dart of pain through
me.
"The kidnev secre MRS. ROSS
tions were scanty and distressing and
the water remained in my system, making my feet and hands swell. There
were dark circles under my eyes and
I became so dizzv I could hardlv see
I had rhewtiatic pains in my knees and
it waa ail I could do to get around.
For years I was in that shape and I
wore plasters and used all kinds of
medicine to no avail until I tried
Doan't Kidney Pills. Thev rid me
of the trouble and ptrengthened my
back and kidnevs. When I have taken
Doan't since, they have always bene'
fited me."
Sworn to before me.
L. N. VAUGHAN, Notary Public.
Cot Daaa's d Aay Stare, 60e Bas
FOSTER

MELB

URN

CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Furrowed brows today indicate a
'
gift forgot.

EÜD INDIGESTION,
EAT QUE TABLET
PAPE'S

DIAPEP8IN
INSTANTLY
RELIEVES ANY DISTRESSED,
UPSET STOMACH.

Lumps of undigested food causln
When your stomach Is add. can.
sy, sour, or you have flatulence, heart"
burn, here is Instant relief No wait- Ingl
PfcJn.

.Just as soon as you eat a tablet or
two of Pape's Diapepsln all that dys
pepsia, Indigestion and stomach dis
tress ends. These pleasant, hnrmless
tablets of Rape's Diapepsln never fail
to make sick, upset stomachs feel fine
at once, and they cost very little at
drug stores. Ad".
Nothing povokes a proud wouhil
like the pride of some other woman.
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Wnstern Canada offers the areatest advantaerea to home awkem.
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Growing snd StocK Hsisfn,,
Cram
ThoughWestcrn Canadaoífer land stanch lowflirurea,
the hltfU

price of Orain, cattle, sheep and bous w ill remain.
Loans for the purchase of stock may be had at low InterMt;
there are good snipping Faculties; Deat ot mantera; tree schooi;

churches; splendid climate; low taxation (none on improvements).
ror particular as to location f mndBforflale, Bi.tis, ílfaBfmted iibfrature,
reduced railway ratea, etc., apply to Supt. at Immigration. Ottawa, Can., or
V. V. EESETT, Rosm 4, Em Ealláing, CSA2A, KI3.

Canadian Government Agent

For Infanta rtjc! CMHren.

patriotism.
REPRESENTATIVE JAMES R. MANN
I think Roosevelt was the most wonder
ful individual character in the world. He
was a student of mankind and ao prodi
glously active that his Influence was tre
mendous and hi loss will be deeply felt
nere ana in other countries.
REPRESENTATIVE FE68, chairman
of tne Republican congressional commit
tee HI death at this moment is a na
tional calamity. Never were his talent
so much needed as now.
FORMER SPEAKER CANNON Col
onel Roosevelt's place in history will be
a one of the great presidents of the re
public. He kept In closer touch with the
legislative department than any other
president I have known.
REPRESENTATIVE GILLETT of Mas- aachusetts Colonel Roosevelt wa
the
most remarkable man America has pro
duced since the Civil war. His general
knowledge was unbounded, his personal
magnetism extraordinary.
REPRESENT ATI VB 8HALLENBER
GER of Nebraska It Is Inexpressibly sor
rowful that he should be taken away at
this crisis In the affairs of government
and mankind.
REPRESENTATIVE 6HERLEY, chairman of the house appropriation commit
tee Mr, Roosevelt was one of the really
great men of ills age and above all else
was wholly an American.
CHARLES EVANS HUGHES The
death of Colonel Roosevelt Is an Irrepar
able loss to the nation. Hi virility and
courage were a constant Inspiration. He
personified th Americanism of which he
waa th most doughty champion. He de
manded the recognition and performance
of our national obligation In the war.
Back of all that was dona In the war
waa the pressure of hla relentless Insis
tence. In response to hla patriotic call
lay the safety of civilization and In this
hour of complete victory the whole world
his debtor.
SAMUEL GOMPERS, president of th
American Federation of Labor I regard
the death of Colonel Roosevelt a very
great loss. He rendered service of Incal
culable benefit to the world. I knew him
year in all hla public acfor thirty-fiv- e
tivities. I worked with htm and every
one, even those who differed with him,
conceded hie sincerity of purpose, hi high
motive and hla anxiety to serve the peo-

M:i Ttet

f.!Gibrs

REPRESENTATIVE MEDILL M'COR
MICK He was the greatest American ot
our time. We are his debtors for his tre
mentions labors In the regeneration ot our
public life, for the quickening of our national spirit, for the'reanlmation of our

(SECRETARY OF STATE LANSING
The death of Col. Roosevelt removes
from our national life a great Amerl
can. His visor of mind and ceaseless
energy made him a conHplcuous figure
In public affairs. Friends and enemies
alike recognised the force of his per
aonallty and the great Influence he had
In molding public thought and purpose
His patriotism and devotion to hi
country will long be remembered by
all his fellow cltlbens, while hi
sturdy Americanism will be n Inspira
tlon to future generations.
ACTING
SECRETARY OF STATE
FRANK L.POLK He was one of the
most striking Asures In the history of
this country, and. In fact, of his time
It Is Impossible to measure today wha
he did to arouse the political con
science of the American people.
NEWTON D. BAKER, Secretary
War Hla relatione to the navy and to
the army are, of course, a part of th
history of those two services, and dur
Ing hla terms aa president he brough
his powerful personality and energy to
bear upon economic problems of the
greatest moment. I do not know of
any career which combines ao many
diversified and Intensively pursued ae
tlvltles frontiersman, explorer, f.itu
rallst, seaman, soldier, executive and
publicist. - In each of these relation
he was conspicuous and left hla mark.
JOBEPHU8 DANIELS, Secretary of
the Navy He has blazed new path
and refused to be fettered by conven
tiona that other distinguished men rec
ogntied. Original, forceful, courageous,
he waa the monitor of millions of his
fellow countrymen, who will miss hla
Inspiring leadership. Believing In him
self and the cause he espoused, h
threw himself Into every conflict with
every power of mind and body. .
pie.
FRANKLIN K. LANE, Secretary
f
WILUAM JENNINGS BRYAN The
the Interior Colonel Roosevelt waa
qualities which won for Colonel
rare
great man, a very great man great In Roosevelt
a multitude of devoted follow
his soul, great In his personality, great ers naturally arrayed against him a host
In his conception of America' place In
oponente, but his death put an end to
the world. He will sit at one of the of
controversy and he will be mourned by
high tables.
foe as well a by friend. He was a great
CARTER GLASS, Secretary of the American and made a profound Impres
Treasury Colonel Roosevelt was
In the thought of bis generation. His
extraordinary figure and leave a leg sion
picturesque career will form a fascinating
acy of patriotic endeavor and useful chapter
In our nation s history.
achievement of which those who most
CHIEF JUSTICE WHITE Mr. Roose
respected and honored him will alwaya velt'
death brings to m a sense of deep
be proud.
sorrow, of personal loss. While he was
DIRECTOR GENERAL M'ADOO
president hla kindly consideration never
Colonel Roosevelt's prodigious actlvl
failed and many opportunities were afties made him one of the most conspic
forded roe for observing the highness of
uous figures In publll life. We are too his Innate Ideals and his Courage, all ot
near the event to place a Just estimate which combined to make him the dlstln
on his life and career, but he will al
guished, not to say. phenomenal, man be
ways be distinguished for one great was.
achievement the construction of the
ASSOCIATE
JUSTICE WILLIAM R.
x
Panama canal,
DAY Every one appreciates that we have
FORMER PRESIDENT TAFT The
one of the greatest Americans, one
country can 111 afford in this critical lost
of the first citizens of the world, at a
period of history to. lose one who hsa time when we can
afford to lose him.
done and could In .the next decade
ASSOCIATE
JUSTICE JOSEPH Mc- have done so much for it and human
KENNA The country has suffered a
lty. We have lost a great patriotic great loss In the death of Colonel Roose
American, a great world figure, the velt. He waa a man of very great qualmost commanding personality In our ities.
public life aince Lincoln. I mourn hla
WOOD-T- he
MA J. GEN.' LEONARD
going as a personal loss.
death of my friend, Theodore Roosevelt,
SENATOR LENROOT of Wisconsin
brings to me great personal los and sorI regard Colonel Roosevelt's death ks
row 'but keen and deep as these are, they
very great calamity for the nation. are but the sorrow and loss of an indi
His usefplness Is familiar to all, but I vidual. The national loss Is Irreparable,
believe that , hi greatest usefulness
for his death comes at a time when hla
might have been In the future.
services to this nation can 111 be spared.
SENATOR LEWIS nf Tlllnnl-Never was America more in need of his
death or Colonel Roosevelt is the loss frankness and courage, hi honest criti
of a great man, of a great force, and cism, and farseeing wisdom than at pres
the loss of a great benefit to America. ent Unselfish loyalty, honest and fear
Whatever differences men may have less criticism always characterized the
with Colonel Roosevelt on party lines life and work of Theodore Roosevelt and
or political principles, all must certify he lived and worked always for his coun
tnat his fight for cleanliness and Inter try's best Interest ' While we shall not
rlty In public life did much to rid the have the living voice and presence, we
nation of corruption In public affairs. shall .always have the example ot his
AU must admit that his labors to force life.
corporate monopoly to yield to prlrate
PRESIDENT POINCARE of Franc-ewelfare and personal rights started Friend of liberty, f rlefid of France, .Roose
this country upon the course of justice. velt has given, without counting sons and
SENATOR HARDING of Ohio He daughter, hi energy that liberty may
wasone of the foremost cltlxens of the Uve. We are grateful to him. We wish
world, In a most extraordinary era. to express to Mrs. Roosevelt our mU
and he was the most vigorous and sincere condolence.
courageous
J. J. JUSSERAND, French ambassador
American of his time.
There is no direct legatee to his vast to the United States The unexpected
political estate.
death of one who has upheld all his Ufa
SENATOR KEN YON of Iowa
His the principles" of virile manhood, straight
virile American utterances were help
forward honesty and fearlessness will be
ing to bring order out of diplomatic mourned all over the world, nowhere more
chaos. In my Judgment ha was the sincerely than in France, whose cause he
greatest American since Abraham Lin upheld in her merit crisis in a way that
coln."
shall never be forgotten.
HENRY WHITE, one of the American
SENATOR NEW of Indiana Intel
lectually he waa In the Hrat rank peace commissioners I have heard of Mr.
among those who have figured in our Roosevelt a death with deep sorrow be
cause of the loss to the nation of a great
public life, and for versatility and application he was without an equal. He public servant and to myself of a lifelong
friend.
was a true patriot, a thorough Ameri
America Is
HERBERT C. HOOVER
can at all times and In all respect.
poorer for the loss of a great citizen, the
SENATOR MARTIN of Vlrginla-- He
met all the responsibilities of citizenship world tor the loss of a great man. His
virility and Americanism ha been one of
In the most courageous manner... A char
our national treasures.
acteristic of his Ufe was his unqualified
courage. He never had a conviction In
COL. E. M. HOUSE The entire world
his life that he did not have the courage will share the grief which will be felt
to follow It. He was a man of unlimited
the United States over the death of
courage, o( limitless resources, and of un- Theodore Roosevelt He was the one
virile and courageous leader of his gen
bounded patriotism.
SENATOR LODGE of Massachusett- s- eration and will live In history as one of
our greatest presidents.
He was a great patriot, a great Ameri
LOWDEN of Illinois
GOVERNOR
can, a great man. He waa devoted
throughout his life to his country. He The nation has suffered a loss it canto
not well afford at this time. Theodore
be a servant of human
tried always
ity.
Roosevelt baa been a dominant force in
SENATOR KELLOGG of Minnesot- a- American life for thirty years. Dur- He was a great commoner, who in his Ing all his life he has sought and
heart cherished the causes of the masses striven for a better, Juster society Hla
a man of the most intense patriotism robust and fearless Americanism was
who placed the advancement of humanity like a bugle call to his countrymen,
danger threatened from
and the cause of his country above all whenever
within or without. Whether In offloe
other considerations.
SENATOR JOHNSON of Californl- a- or private Ufe, he was a leader of
The greatest American ot our generation thought and an lnspirer of action.
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FELLOW-FEELIN-

As a
Busts of the Caesars show them to
Scottish divine was
Men in the entering a car he noticed that some
have been
eighteenth century relied still further of the passengers were trying to eject
on the barber'8 art, for they 6haved a drunken man. The minister promptHogarth has ly Interposed In his behalf and soothed
their heads as well.
painted a beau of this period who by him Into respectability for the rest of
his Journey. Before leaving, however.,
Borne chance had his wig removed,
which gives him the look of an elderly the disturber again muttered angry
baby. The uncouth appearance of the words to the other passengers; then,
barbarians, which shocked the Romans, seizing the reverend doctor's hands, he
was due a good deal to the neglect cf exclaimed:
"Good day my fren'; I
see you ken what it la to be drunk 1"
Biese wild trjen to dress their hair.

vm
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wtmr, Mtw
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Don't wear your bathing suit to a
It's a good thing to have opinion
New Year's party Just to show that and It's a better tiling to keep the lid
you have one.
on them sometimes.

fcpsrtant to all

Women

Readers cf this Paper
Thousands nnon thousands of women
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
suspect it.
Women s comdaints often prove to be
nothinc else but kidney trouble, or the

reiutf oi iianey or Diaaaer disease.
If the kidnevs an not in a health

if

--

Don't wait until your
cold develops Spanish
Influenza or pneumonia.
Kill it quick.

emu

dition, they may cause the other organ
w iwcome uiseasea.
You mar suffer nain
- the baclr. head.
, ... in
.
.
cue
ana toss oí ammuon.
Poor health muir
vnn nmmw Irrita.
ble and maybe despondent; it ' make
anyone so.
But hundreds nf women claim" 'that TV
Swamp-Root- ,
Kilmer
by restoring
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
me remeav needed to overcome such
- ., ,..
conditions.
i
A good kidnev medicine, nnasesninsreal healing and curative value, should
ve a oieBsing to inousanas oi nervous.
women.
Manv send for a aamr.le bottle tn m
what Swamp-Roothe great '' kidney
liver ana Diaaaer medicine wiu aa tor
Every
them.
reader of this paper, who
ha not already tried it, by enclosing tea
cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghsmton,
N. Y., may receive sample size bottle by
Parcel Post. You can purchase the
medium and large size bottles at all drua
. .
stores. Adv.

a$CAR)f
Standard

cold remedy for JO ytert in tablet
safe, sure, no opiates breaks up a cold
24 boors relieve grip in 3 days. Money
beck i f it f aila. The genuine box hai a Red top
with Mr. Hill's picture. At All Drug Stores.

form

la

A

Youn? t&'rv. Vpa.

well groomed

t,

f

No man can make a fool pi himself.
all the time. lie has to sleep occasion'
ally. ''.
,
.
,

is an attractive

Red

1

$100 Reward, $100

if used in
the laun- Arv urt?l

Catarrh is a local disease greatly Influ
by constitutional condition.
It
therefore require
constitutional treatment.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINO
Is taken internally and acta through the
Blood on tne Mucous surraces or tne system.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
destroys the foundation of the disease,
gives the patient strength by improving
th general health and assist nature ln
doing it work. 1100.00 for any case of
CATARRH
HALL'S
Catarrh
that
MEDICINE) falla to cure.
Druggists 75c. Testimonial ire.
V. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.
be á dog ln the

unless you are ln the canine

Y
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cican, aainty
appearance that everyone
admires. All good grocers
sell it; 5 cents á package.
ti-W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

'

WEAK. KIDNEYS MEAN

A WEAK BODY
When vou're fifty, rour body beeini to
creak a little at the hinges. Motion is
more slow and deliberate. "Not so young
as I used to be" is a frequent and unwelcome thought.
Certain bodily functions
upon which good health and good spirits
so much depend, are impaired. The weak
spot is generally the bladder. Unpleasant
symptoms show themselves. Painful and
annoying- complications in other organs
arise,
l bis .is particularly true witn elderly people. If you only know how, this
trouble can be obviated. ' '
For over 2(10 vears GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil haa been relieving the
and pain due to advancing
-

'

remedy, and needs no introduction. It is
now put up in oaorlesg, tasteless capsules.
These are easier and more pleasant to take
than the oil in bottles.
Each capsule contains about one dose of
five drops. Take them just like you would
any pill, with a small swallow of water.
They soak into the system and throw off
the poison which are making you old before your time. They will quickly relieve

Total Result.
"What did you raise on your
ise to pay?"
:'Only a few smiles."

v
,?

clean-shave-

those stiffened joints, that backache, rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica, eall stones,
gravel, "brick dust," etc. Tney are an
effective remedy for all disease of the
bladder, kidney, liver, stomach and allied
organs.
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules
cleanse the kidney and purify the blood.
They frequently ward off attacks of the
dangerous and- - fatal diseases of the kidney. They have a beneficial effect, and
often completely cure the diseases of the
bodily organs, allied with the bladder and
kidneys.
If you are troubled with soreness across
the loins or with "simple" aches and pains
in the back take warning, it may be the
preliminary indications of some dreadful
malady which can be warded off" or cured
if taken in time.
Go to vonr druggist today and get a box
of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oi) Capsules.
Money refunded if thev do not help you.
Three sizes. GOLD MEDAL are the pure,
original imported Haarlem Oil Capsules.
Accept No Substitutes. Adv.

prom-

It Is a wise oldaw that cuts with
Its wisdom teeth.
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Wboleseme, Cleansing,

Belresblna ind dealing
Lallan .Murine for Red- Snrenpne Hrnnnla.
C" tion, Itching and Burning
EveliHs:
of the Evea

Droos" After th Movies, Motoring or Golf
will win Tour confidence. Ask Your i)iW""t
U-- l
for Murine when your tyes Need Care.
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THE RAZOR

land similar to that which through many years has averaged from 20 to 43
bunheie of wheat to the acre. Hundreds of case are on record where in Western V
Canada a siniiie crop h paid the coet of land and production. The Govern- - V
menta or tne uominion ana provinces ot iwanitooa, baskatchewan and Alberta want
he farmer to prosper, and extend every possible encouragement and help to

,
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Bad Shape, But Doan's
Removed all the Trouble
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That the country hag sustained
tremendous losa in the death of Theo
dore Itoosevelt la the expressed belief
of his countrymen, hundreds of whom,
in public and private life, have hast
ened to pay tribute to the great charac
ter and work of the former president
Following are a few of these tributes

have cn eye cut

Thst

G0;:E

COUN
ROOSEVELT'S
COLONEL
TRYMEN PAY TRIBUTE TO HIS
LIFE AND DEEDS.

NATION

pw

!.
passed away. He had
truer vlalon,
a higher courage, a wiser atateemanshlp
any
than
man of our time. I cannot
speak of him la ordinary term. T me
he had no parallel none approached him
In virility or force or profound knowledge
of varied subject. .
REN ATO R KNOX of Pennsylvania-H- ls
lire was so abundant, so open, and so
miliar that observations at this time upon
nis career as a statesman would be super
nuous it not misplaced. He wa America')
greatest living human asset.
SENATOR CHAMBERLAIN of Oregoi
a iruer, more loyal American never

x

.
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iPANISH-AMTSICA-

Ski,

each.

etch of
Vtfri.

Him pi
"OdUcwrt,

m,

Coughs

may be checked and more serious condition
of the throat wilt be often avoided by
promptly sivinff th child a dose of sofa

i

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Iaterior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
8, 1919
OREAD Notice isJanuary
TO
hereby given that Felix
Quintana of Dellaven, N. M., who on
.
March 6, 1915, and Aug. 30, 1915,
American Nation Maintained Al- -. made H. E. No. 019517, 020786 for the
SEVi, Sec. 34, and the SWtt Sec. 35
al
lied Loaf Through
Twp 21N., Rng. 29E., N. M. P. M., has
filed notice of intention to make Final
at Home Table.
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before W.
,11. Willcox U. S. Commissioner at his
AVERTED EUROPEAN DESPAIR. office
at Roy, N. M., on the3rd day of

Ths Spanish American KEPT PLEDGE
--

AOOOR 17. 1911.

Rauisrmtu

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Entered as

matter at the

a paThe Deming
'
March, 1919.
per which for 3G years has brav
Claimant names as witnesres:
e i the storms of opposition to With Military Demands Upon Ocean
Grabiel Martinez, Albeit, N. M.
Shipping ReltevcU, World Is Able
a Democraiic exponent in N. M.
Samuel Quintana, Kephart, N. M.
to Return to Normal White
Antonio Costillo, Bueyero3, N. M.
sends a frantic request for xxxx
Canuto Gonzales, Bueyeros, N. M.
Wheat Bread.
It is such a tidy
with the A.
PAZ VALVERDE,
well printed and well edited paRegister
Jan. 17 -- Feb. 14
Sinco (lii! advent of (he latest wheal
per that we are just a little timNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
id about sending them ours but crop (lie only limitation upon American exports to Europe has been the Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Demoa
lonesome
we know how
Oflire at Clayton, New Mexico,
ülur(:ie of shipping. Ilolween July
January 4, 1919
and October 10 we shipped ü.",!)S0,:.i0."
crat editor can feel since the
is
hereby given that Asbury
Notice
Miotild
bushels.
If
this
continue
rule
trade
a
and we will make
until the end of Uie fiscal year we will F, Livingston, of Roy, Mora county,
it.
even if we do get the best of
have furnished the Allies vlth moro N. M., who, on Aug. 9th. 1915. made
t,
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Our exports since
is country
entered tlie ynr liave justified a
statement mude by the Food Ad- ministration shortly after Its con- ception, outlining the principles
and policies that would govern,
the solution of this country's
problems.
"The whole fmrnhitlon of do- mocracy," declared the Food Ad- ministration, "Ilea In the Indl- vidual Initiative of Its peoplo
and their willingness to serve the
Interests of the nation with com- plete self effacement In the time
of emergency.- - Democracy can
yield to discipline, and we can
solve this food problem for our
own people and for the Allies In
this way. To have done so will
have been a greater service than
our Immediate objective, for we
have demonstrated the rightful- nes8 of our faith and our.ublllty
to defend ourselves without be- -

ing Prussianized."
V

Sending to Europe 141,000,OQO buBh-el- s
of wheat from a surpluB of apparently nothing was the outstanding exploit of the American food army In the
critical -.year of the war.

-

GREATEST

OPPORTUNITY
-WMEN EVER HAD.

It vas given to tbe women of this
country to perform the greatest service In tbe winning of be war vouchsafed to any women In tbe history of
tbe wars of the world to feed the
warriors and the war sufferers. By
the arts of peace, the practice f simple, homely virtues tbe womanhood f
whole nation served bumanlty In its
profoundest struggle for peace and

i.

every meal throughout the country.
, In January
the late Lord Ithondda,
then British food Controller, cabled
that- only If we sent an additional
bushels before July 1 coiild he
take the responsibility of assuring his
people that they would be fed.
The response of the American people was 85,000,000 bushels safely delivered overseas between January 1 and
duly 1. Out of a harvest which gave
US. only 20,000,000 bushels, surplus we
Actually shipped 141,000,000 bushels. '
Thus did America fulfill her pledge
ithat the Allied bread rations could be
maintained, and already the American
people are demonstrating that, with
Aa Awakened war conscience, last
wear' (figures will be bettered. ;
-

f
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C, A, LAND 8ERVICK
M1TTEE QfVING SPECIAL
TRNTWN TO NEW
PROBLEM.

COM- -

FIRST CALL TO FOOD ARMY.
and service
This
I ask of all In f nil confidence
that America will render more
for flag atid freedom" than king
ridden people surrender at compulsion. Herbert Hoover, August 10, 1917.

V..W.

.

AT- -'

Women are do tog larga share of
oountry, acthe farm work At
cording to official of the Young
Cbrtatita Aosoclailbn, which
baa maintained apodal
orataflef to
sae-Hleti
uaM women n4 M
School gtí0 la Nov York w
(UtroBblng grata Md aUtarlag fruit
Pelirt wemeft in Now Jeraey havo
ipiokod the tntt rópi ooltegt gtrta
otae gaaenU
la Ohio havo beoa
work, whtie both gW aa ttoyv
la tho otata of Waatiagtoa bavebooa
IgaUiarlaf frait
Rooruitmg farm labor ta not a art
of the work of tfao Young WQBjjB'l
Association, but it ag sought U sd
tfao woman and glrla engagoa in it
by showing the bast ways of caring
for farm laborara and tJaelr children.
Tho Ajsodatlon aaeks to lift tha. responsibility of kottalag and feeding
tho laborers front tho farmers' wires.
The Association plans to continue
iU work of this kind through the
Land Service Committee, and in instances where there has been a demand for' labor it has investigated
certain occupations where business
is not so brisk In the fall, with a
view of finding where additional la-- l
ibor may bo secured.
Wo-oM-

A year ago voluntary food control
was a daring adveotur In democracy ;

during tbe year aa established proof

t

democratic effloieucj,
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FOR

time

SALE--

On

years
with calf

one

Good Milch Cow

at side, Just fresh.
See J. S. Horton, Solano N. M.
MONEY TO LOAN ON
FARMS AND RANCHES
I am still in the buisness bigger than ever, and am in a position to pay you on your loan, as
quick bs any other Co. that is doing buisness in Mora County.
Our terms are made to please
you not ourselves.
J. E. vVildman, Loan Agency,

Dentist,
Will be in ROY

again,

Feb. 2d toSth
at Kitchell Hotel.

C. Moore, of Mosquero, Union county,
N. M., who ch January 13, 1916, made
and S
H. E. No. 021500, for NE
NWV Sec. 27, Twp. 19N., Rng. 28E.,
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N.
M., on the 3rd day of March, 1919.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Don Bradley,
William DeLaney,
Ralph Hazen, Osker Asperger), all of
Mosquero, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDK,

Jun,

17-- Feb.

11

Better

r

:

ROY
h
Sunday of
at a. m. f,03PM.
4th Sunday of each month 'at-11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
,
Communion service at the morning service.

Services

Roy, N. M.

Jan.

17

Feb.

,

w

w
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TLEASANT
i

i

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, V- - S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
January 4, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Irvin H.
Hornsby, of Roy, Mora county, N. M.,
who, on October 16th, 1915, made H.
E. No. 021005, for NWA NW, Sec.
4, and N
NEViT Sec. 5, Twp 20N.,
Rng 28E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, befora F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at his office
at Roy, N. M., on the 19th day of February, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
N. L. Wetterhus, R. W. Mitchell.
James Johnson, Jr., F. N. Coldiron, all
17

Feb.

PAZ VALVERDE,
: Register.

14

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, US..ahd
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
-.- ..
January 8, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Edgar
L. Frazier, of Kephart, Una county,
N. M., who, on "March' "27,1 and add!
July 19, 1915- made H. E. No. 019683,
add! No.D20487, for W
Khg
34. and SEA Sec 83. Twt-22N- ,
29E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H.' Foster,
U. S. CoiTimissioner, at his office at
Roy, N. M., on the 4th day or jaarcn,

MILLS
3rd Sunday

ÍI

1919.

'

,

Claimant names as witnesses:
A. T. Carter, William Heath, Fred
Moore, B. H. Smith, All of Kephart,
New Mexico.
f
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION t
Department of the Interior, U. S.' Lid
Office at Clayton, New MexlcoM
January 8, 1919 "
Notice is hereby given that Benja.
min H. Smith, of Kephart, Union conntv. N. M.. who on January 11. 1915,
SE
made H. E. No. 019152 for
and NV4 SEM, Sec.26,
Sec. 23, NE
Twp 22N., Rng 29E., N, M. P. M., has
filed notice of intention to. make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy, N. M., on the 4th day
of March, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
E. L. Frazier. A. T. Carter, William
Heath,- - L. S. Hazen, all of Kephart,

First Sunday in each month.
in

in

t

A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
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Free

Landing

Aero-Plan- e

Cars Housed
'At Reasonable
'

Rates.

-

Repair. Work 30SSS!Z-

'

-

Rev. Fr.

President
Miss ullian Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sandav evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

and LIVERY

Methodut Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows: -1st Sunday at Newton School' " '
'
V:
U am and 7:80 p'ni.

J. W. BECK, Manager:
Col. F.O.WHITE

V...

J. B. LUSK
Atto rney

SALESMAN,
SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT.
whose work has' always proven
NEW MEXICO,
satisfactory, it will make you
'
'
,.00P. M
Money to consult me before mak- at Mosquero,
Thought
11 A. M.
at Bradley,
ing; your SALE DATES. ;
which eenlus and
the world, alters ml No Sale too Near or too Far,. 2nd & 4th Sandavs at Liberty, II A.M.
UP-TODA-

:

i

Solano,

No Sale too Large or Small,

Plumlee Hospital
New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Qlasses
Correctly 'Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

ROY,

You can

have

Spanish-America-

'

March, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. II. Salisbury, T. E. Salisbury, J.
L. Smith, Juan Isido Romero, all of
r.or. New México.
PAZ vaíaí-:rd;--

Jim.

17-- Fcb.

14

LODGE DIRECTORY

Roy

I.O.O.F.

Physician in Charge.

pD1

91

89118101

9JJ

.

Quick Cure for Croup "

'

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own 'Hall
'
Every Wednesday

.

t

Evening
Visiting BrotherB always
'
come.
.

wel;;.

;

Melville Floereheim, Ñ..G.
-

Wm, G.

Johnson,

Sec'y- -

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24

. Meets 1st, and 3rd. Friday
, Evening each month
-I. O. O. F. Hall

He Patronizes Me!

"

REFERENCES- :Roy

.

Trust and Savings Bank,

'

Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. G.
Mrs.Blanche Grunlg, Sec,y.

Visiting Sisters welcome

Roy, N. M.

Citizens State Bank,'
Mills, N. M

El Dorado Hotel
'

Under new Management

Cfiarlps fhanman. Prnnripfor.

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,

...

"

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

.

New Mexico.

PAZ VALVE RDF,

'

M.

..

SALE BILL
Office.

n

8,.P.

E. L. PRATT, Pastor,

printed and make dates at the

é

F. Wright, of Roy Mora county, N. M.,
who on January 2Gth, 1915, made H.
Sec. 28, Twp
E. No. 01926C, for W
19N, Rng 25E., N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before F.
II. .Foster. U. S. Commissioner at his
office in Koy, N. M on the 3rd day of

at Roy Christian
a m and 7:30 p ra

11

Auc t tftiee r

at Law

Given all Business Entrusted
to ma

Dally
wMfc...
Ufa thnmrht
felety throw Into
world. Emerson.

3rd Sunday
Church

Noted, fried,' Experienced 2nd and '4th Sunday at 'Mills "
11 am and 7:30 p ra
,
i
Pastor
J. M. WILSON,
If you want the services oían

Prompt and Careful "Attention

ROY

,

Y. P. S. C.
Mrs. O. W. HEARN,

oy G arag e

-

Watch for the first symptom, hoarse
ness and give Chamberlains Cough
PAZ VALVERDK,
' Register
Remedy at once. It is prompt, and ef
Jan. 17 Feb.' 14
fectual.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Cured at á cost of 52 cents
Office at Clayton, Now Mexico,
January 8. 1919
when we first mov
"Eight tears-agNotice is hereby given that Arthur
1 was a great sufferer
Mattoon,
to
ad
county,
Union
Kephart,
T. Carter, of
,
from indigestion and constipation-N. M., who on January 22,
Matoon
Allison,
H. E. No. 019243, for Lots 2, 8 .4, writes Mrs. Robert
SWA NW Sec. 3, and NE Sec. 4, I1L "I hsd frequent" headaehes and dizTwp 21N., Rng 29E., N. M. P. M., has zy spells, and there waa 4 feeling like
filed notice of intention to make Final a heavy weight pressing on my stom
Three Year Proof, to establish claim aeh and chest all the time. I felt mis- to the land above described, before
eradle. Every morsel of food distressed
H. Foster. U. S. Commissioner, at hia
me. I ceuld not rest at night and felt
office at Roy, N. M., on the 4th day oi
tired and worn out a'l of the time. One
1919.
March,
of Chamberlain's Tablets cured
bottle
Claimant names as witnesses:
William Heath, E. L. Frazier, B. H. me tnd I have since felt like a differSmith, Fred Moore, all of Kephart, ent person.
New Mexitfo.

Priest in charge.

rroprietor
New Mex.

i

Felix' Vachon,

.

.

R O Y,

'

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD &Co.

(incorporated)

E

E. Las Vegas, Ñ.M.
bteam Seated,
Free Baths,
Hot a; d Cold Water in Rooms
A ' :.uiet, homelike Hotel

one block from the
Depot, in the"
.Main Business "District

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Springer.

Tourists and

Land-Seeker-

s

Will find this the right place.

Solano, .Mosquero," Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
Efficient Service- Koy City Exchange,
necter'.
Rural-Cornmuni-

h.

;

Cared for

anrd

'

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic-ChurcRoy, N. M.
;

WllWlli!

"n1

WHO

I

11

SUNDAY SCHOOL , "
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

New Mexico.

1915-mad-

lllOO a. m. 8PM.

DAI'TIST

.

Service;

U.e

.

at

1

-

--

3,

p.m.

!1

of Roy, N. M.

Jan.

VIEW

1'irst bunday each Month at

Register

14

each-mont-

.

9

EIM1

PAZ VALVERDE,

2d

11

ROY GARAGE, Agents.

Claimant names as witnesses:
John Weisdorfer, B. C. Grunig, William Weisdorfer,"1 E, S. Judy, all 4 of

'
Wanted, Boarders, by day or
Register
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
week, Good meate and reason,
PUBLICATION
NOTICE
FOR
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the Interior, U. S. Land
able rates. Enquire of
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Mrs. C. M. Gonzales. Rey V- - M.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
'
January 7, 1919
January 8, 1919
hereby given that Charley
is
Notice
Notice is hereby given that Charlie

Dr.H.S. Murdoch

CHRISTIAN

Have you seen the Fordj Model T One Ton
Truck Chassis? It is, we believe, the greatest
servant ever offered the American people. A
strong Vanadium Steel frame with the regular
this
and a direct worm drive,
Ford motor,
what
just
trucks
among
motor'
be
will
truck
the Ford is among all motor cars: the supreme
value from point of effective service and lo.v
The Ford
cost of operation and maintenance.
Detroit.
f.o,b.
is
$550.
One Ton Truck. Chassis
question.
body
the
on
We'll assist buyers
Come in and let's talk it over.

'

-

'

"'

If. E. No. 020033, for NW14 Sec. 3,
Twp 19N., Rng 2CE., N. M. P. M., has
filed notice oi intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F.H.Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office
in Koy, N. M., on the 18th day of Feb.
1919.

1

freedom.

CAR

vJHE UNIVERSAL

1

tlmn 2;7,r0!l,Ot(i bushels of wheat and
flour in terms of wheat.
The result 'of increased production
and conservation efforts in the. United
States bus been that with the cessa-tiotof hostilities we nre able to return to n normal wheat diet. Supplies
that' have accumulated in Australia.
Argentine and other hitherto inaccessible markets may he tapped by ships
released from transport service, and
European demand for American wheat
probably will not exceed our normal
surplus. ' There Is wheat enough available to have a white loaf at the common table.
But last year the tale was different.
Only by the greatest possible saving
and sacrifice were we able to keep a
steady stream of wheat and flour moving across the sea. We found ourselves at the beginning of the harvest
year with an unusually short crop.
Even the most optimistic statisticians
figured that we had a bare surplus of
20,000,000 bushels. And yet Europe
was facing the probability of a bread
famine and In Europe bread is by far
the most Important article In the diet.
All of this surplus bad left the
country early In thjfull. By the first
of the year we had managed to ship a
little more than 50,000,000 bushels by
practicing the utmost economy at
home by wheatless days, wheatless
meals,, heavy substitution of other
cereals and by sacrifice at almost

(

'

S--

Mrs. J. I Reynolds Music
Class. $5.00 per month, two
lessons per week. At present
at Mrs. Crowe's. SEE HER.

A. M

10,

at Chriatiau Church.
Your
presence is necessary.
. G. R. Abernathy, Supt

Self-Deni-

postoflice In Roy, New Mexico.

Head-Ligh-

Meets each Sunday at

T-

Per Tear'

$1.50

second-clas- s

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

SEND

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.

Sibicriptioa

Churcl? Directory

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

j

Great Acts Live
A great act (loes not perish with the
life of the 'Hum wlm ti.Tfimii.l !f ft
Uves nml rhw? u;t Into, the Uves ;r.'l
int.? oi those who survive hhn and
herish his ineinory .General Sir
Itolicrtson.
Lc-ig- .

Wll-Ur-

.'

'

V

Liberty Garage
Blacksmith & Machine Shop
Expert

Wood-Wor-

Repair Work

'

,

-

"

to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

WE HAVE
Al

us

Rcsiieclftilly

NOTICE FOU PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

Gas and Oils :
lene Welding,

ty

Re-bore-

d

-

'

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
. Its Our Dusiness to Fix Them.
.

-

Proprietors,
Wanted!
First door East of Appel'a store

S. McDowell of Mosquero, N. M., who
on Feb. 20, 1915, made H. E. No.
019232, for Lots 1; 2: 3; 4; 5; N
SEy; SWV4 NE4 Sec. 35, Twp 18NH
Kng Z8.., jn. m. r. m., nas niea notice of intention to make Final Three

,

i

I

Dec.

20,

1918

016406-&02426- 6

&
&

NWi-SE- J

SEJ-NW-

SWJ-NE-

NEi-SW-

i;

j

Money to Loan

.

.

;'

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jeff McKee, Frank. Weir, John
Charles P. Field, all ot David,
New México.

Jan.

17

'

PAZ VALVERDÉ,
Register
Feb. 14

"

NOTICE FpÍB FUBLI.QATION
Department of the Interior U. S.' Laflfl
1918.;
Clayton, N. M., Dec
'
Notice is. hereby given, that , ...
Frederico Esquibel, oí Roy New Mex,'
made H. E,
who, on Julyr 12th 1915,
Sec 8 and
No. 020453 for NWi-NWNW1-SWand SJ SWJ, Sec 5,.Twp.
EV Ní. M. P.. M;
20 N, Range
filed DOtice pf intention to maka final
three year proof to establish claim to
the land abov describid, before FH.
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his of
on Feb, Bth 1919
fice in Roy, N, ÍÍ-- ,
Claimant names as witnesses: '
Adolofo Montoyo Celedón Esquibel
.
Roy, New Mexico,
'
Tito Hurtado
Ignacio Mastas
of Mills New Mexico.
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,
,

Dec. 27, 1918
Office in the old Telephone
ROY, N. M.
Notice is hereby given, that Onofre
'
Esquibel.i
of " Roy,'
N. M. Who,
on Mar. 1,1913 made H. E. No 017988 for
.NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
1
sec. 12 T20N, P24K, situated
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
in theantaFa land district, and' on Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Qff ice at Santa Fe, New Mexico
June 24th, 1313, made H E. no 016613
.:r.1;, December, 20 1918
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Sec. 7, Twp20N
Notice is hereby given
for lot 4, and EJ-SDec. 11 191S
..
Rng. 25E. situated in Clayton land dst,
Lula E. Tipton, of Sabiuoso, N.M.nho
Notice is hereby given "tha
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
orf Feb. 28, 1912, made H-no. 016407
Stuart B Tipton, of Sabinoso.' N, M,. for Lois 2ÁÁ Sec." 6, T16N.
r
intention to make Final
R24E,
who
on
16th,
1913,
Oct
to
the
claim
Home
land
made
Proof, to establish
Lot 4, Sec il, Tup. 17N, R24E
i;
stead Entry Ne 019712 for
above described
. . ' '
N M. P. Mn. has filed notice of inten
&
J
Sec. 12, tion to make ..five year
Foster, U. S. Sec. 11; NWJ-SE- i
.. before F-- H.
proof, to ea
Commissioner at Rey, N. M on the Township 18 N, Range 23K. N. M. P. tahlish claim to the land above de
filed
Merldianj has
notice of intention scribed before Elíseo C, Cordova, U.S.
10th day of Feb. 1919.
to make five Year Proof, to establish UWnmlssioneiLat
Trementina, New
. Claimant names as witnesses:
"' : "
M-2- 5
claim to the land above described, be Me!co n Feb. 1st 1919.
Federico Esquibel, Adolfo Mont
Q. Ogle, US.CommÍ8soner at : Claimant names as witnesses:
W.
fore
Celedón Ecquibel 'Niebes E,qilJn
'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
E. Las Vegas, N.M. on Jan. 29 1919. Pelróliho Quintana,
1
All of Roy, New Mexijj
'
Department
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Bentura
Quintina,
Trementina,
Claimant names as witnesses:
:
'
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
T.F.Tipton
T. T. Tibton, Sabinoso,
January 4, 1919
Register.
Damaeio Delany,
Watrous, N.M
Damacio Delaney. Watrou.
Notice is hereby given that
; FRANCISCO
K25
DELGADO,
Véntura Quintana,
H. Romero .formerly Margarita Her
,
Kegister, nandez of Mosquero, N. M., "who on
i
FORSALE: Fine thorobred Faradolin Quinlana, Trementina, N.M,
January 3. 1916. made Homestead en.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
Duroc Pigs, 7 weeks old, weigh
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
trv annlieation No. 021362, for the
"
Department of The Interior, U. S Ett
40 lbs. Prices
W6 NEÍ4: W4 SE
"
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
U. S. Land Office santa Fe, New Mex SEU'SWU. Sec. 21: NW4 NEÍ4
See T. A. Smith, Roy New Mex.
Sec. 28. Twp 19N. Rng 29E., N. M. P.
' '
I Dee 21 1918.
;. :'' Pleasant View! Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land
M, has filed notice of intention., to
Notice
js hereby given that
Office Santa fe", N. M.Dec. 21, 19181
make Final Three Yea? Proof to. es
í
rancisco
Mora,
of
Sabinoso N. Mei. tablish claim to the Inr i above de
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Fresquei, of Sabinoso, N. M., who, who, on Aug. 10, 1914, made H. R scribed, before W..H. Willcox, U. S
Aty of Feb. 3, 1911) serial No. 021563 Commissioner, at his oflke at Roy, N,
oñ Nor, 5, 1915, made homestead enSi-Sfor
and S j S WJ Section 35 M., on the 18th day of February, 1919,
025064,
try, No.
&
for J
Township 17 N., Range 24 Eást N M P
Claimant names as witnesses:
See.25, T.17N, R.24E. N.M.P.Merl-diaWilson R. Nickell, James D. Beem,
has filed notice of intention to M., has filed notice of intention to
Candido G. Truiillo. Frank ,M. Dns- make Three Year Proof, to establish nake Final Three Year Proof, to estabkill,
all of Mosquero, N.
lish
claim to the land above described,
claim to the land above described, bc- beiore F H Foster, U. S. Com'r at before F.H. Foster, U. S. Commisoner
Kegister
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
at Roy New Mexico, on7anuary 28 1919
Roy, N.N. Jar.. 28, 1919. "

Building

J,

,

,at

five-yea-

SEi-SW1,- &

:NE-SE-

.

,

Ni-sW-

--

vi

.NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Lan4
Office at Qayton,. New Mexico, ;.
;

:

Dec. 10,

1918

.J0

Notice is hereby, given, that Nicklaus Hsyoz,.
of Bueyeros N. M,
who,n Dec 17 1913, addl. April 13th,
made H. E. no." 0Í6014, áddl. M.V22S3Í
Sec. 12 Twri. I9NÍ
for NWi; SWJ-NE- J
M. P. M., has
N
Range 30
E,
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
to . the land above described, before
F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commisoner
his office in Roy, New Mexice, on the
Jan. 21, 1919
Claimant names ás witnesses:
Ben Beller
A. Beller ,
'
Pedro Texier of Bueyeros New Mex.
T. E, Mitchell of Albert New Mex.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
,.

1--

..NOTICE

right

NW:

1

'

.

SJ-SE-

n,

NEWMEX.

'

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cases.
Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,

Claimant names as witnesses: -Jose II Torres,
Francisco Mora
Desidero Lucero .
Frank Lujan,
all of Sabinoso, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.

The Roy Drug Store

PurejDrugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicalsjand Stationery

Dec.

We" also have Cottages with 'Sleeping Porche?, Í2
Separate from theJHospital, For Tubercular Patients.

mriCT, FOR PUBLICATION

npntment of the Interior. U. S. Land
Clay ion, :m;;w ;uc..co,
January 4, 1919
Mni ice h herebv eiven that Jeff
McKee of David, Union county, N. M.,
Office

...

x

Ferfuraes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Qibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

y.'..

i
-

Notice is hereby given that John
H. Hornhaker, of Roy N. M. , who on
June2,lS16,

and addl. Jan, 4, J9lt
and addl. No.
021460 for lota
and 8 Sec I, T
20 N, R 25 E. Lots 3, 4, Sec; 31, T 2IN
R 26E, Lots 1,2,3,4, Sec.0, Twp. 20N R
26E1 N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim, to the land above
described before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy. New Mexico,

madeH.

É, Ho. 020214

Jan.

23,

1919

'

Claimant names as witnesses:
Virgil Haltom
Lue Peiffer
J. H. Mahoney
J. F. Gibson
all of Roy, New Mexico.

.

at

Register.

publication
Notice
Register. who, on Sept. 13, 1915, made H. E. Department
of
U. S. Land
the
Interior,
Twp.
1,
Sec.
SEV
No. 020851, for the
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
17N, Rng 30E., and Lots 6, 7; EÍ4
Dec! 10 1918
Sec. 6, Twp 17W., Kng óicj.,
M P. M.. has filed notice oi intention
Notice is hereby given that
ify
to make Final Three Year Proof to es- Tito M. Vigil,
Bueyeros
of
N.
M.
detablish claim to the land above
who on Nov. 21, 1913, made.H. E. No.
scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
0K1936 for S E 1, Sec. 17. Twn. 21 N.
Commissioner nt his office at Roy, N.
31
Pvange
E., New Mexico
M., on the 18th day of February, 1919.
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
Claimant names as witnesses:
Don W. Shinn, Frank Weir, John make three year proof, to establish
McFarland, Charles P. Field, all of claim to the land above described, be
David, New Mexico.
fore Register and Receiver at Clayton
PAZ VALVERDE,
New Mexico, on January.
V.)
21
Register!
14
Jan. 17 Feb.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Elephant's Gaits.
Leandro Vigil Cmparo Vig-.The elephant can neither trot, canter
Juan F. García
nor gvUop; it's only ?nce If a walk, Abran Cania
fitpnble vt feeing husienod to a fast All of Bueveros New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
shuffle.

r,

'

10 1910

for

i.

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
1

Physician in Charge.

FRANCISCO DELGADO:

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
. Visitors and Correspondence Invited.

Carus Plumlee,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose R. Torres
Ramon Fresquez
Cipriano Lujan
Juan Lujan
"All of Sabinoso New Mexico

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

.'

The Plumlee Hospital
ROY,

18
Township
9,
25 E. N. M P. Meridian,

l,

.

.

who'on June 11 1914 made Homestead
Entry 018001, for Ej; Sec 7 Twp, 21N,
Range 21 2, N. Ill P. M., has filed no- tice of intention to make Three Year-Prooto establish claim to the land;
above described, before F. H. Foster, ,

SJ-N-

J,

8

'

!

I

i

,!-

SK1-SE-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
January 4, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Don W.
Shinn, of David, Union county, N. M.,
who Mi Sept 13, 1915, made H. E. No.
020852, for the NÉÍ4 Sec 12, Twp 17
N., Rng 30E., Lota 1; 2; EH NW
Sec 7, Twp 17N., Rng 81E N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof to
tablieh claim to the land- - above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
N. M., on the 18th day of February,
1919.'.

II,.".

1

-

'

New Mex,

MILLS,

nsiirance,
,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe New Mexico,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

N;
has
filed notice of intention to make Three
year proof to establish claim to the
F.H. U. S, Commissioner, at Roy, New Mex- -.
land above described, before
Jii
Foster, U.S. Commissoner t Lis office New Mexico.
at Roy New Mexico, on Feb. 5 1919
Jan.2l 1919
Claimant names is witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses : "
J.M. Finch-- v
P.J. Lautnbauch
J.. M, "Beard
Herb Davis
Leandro Archuleta Dan Laumbauch
J. N. Wright ..
J. S, Christman
All of Roy New Mexico.
All of Roy New Mexico,
PAZ; VALVERDE, '
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
TZZZSP' - :. Register.
Section

Auction Sales, j Ñotáry Public, f
Farms & Ránchei:oight & Sold.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

4FERCENT INTEREST.

J,

NW1-NWNWJ-Se-

i,

OF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS

Farm Loans,

for

020550,

Reliable Medium of Exchange,

;

ADD

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec. U 1918
Dec. 10 1913
Notice is hereby, given that
Notice is hereby given that JTC2u2
Reece B. Gardener, of Roy N, M. who
Roy New Mexico
No. Charlee T. Wright,
on July 26th 191V made H. E.

Rarjre

'

GOT THE HEART TO START ALL OVER AGAIN
IT IN THE BANK NEXT TIME.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
OfGce at Clayton, New Mexico,

A

,

HIM.

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

Col. Frank O. White,

new and progressive Business Enterprise
To meet the demads of the Community, for a

1

Twp. 16 N,
R23E. NMPM. has
filed notice of intention to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before

TO

LEAVE

WE

J

Section

i

5

J. C. Wood,

IF HE'S

He'ister

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
RÓY, New Mexico,

1,

HAPPENED

IDEA SO HE TRIED GAMBLING
WITH HIS GOOD. HONEST MONEY AND NOW IT BELONGS
TO SOME ONE ELSE.

y

Notice is hereby given that
Thomas F, Tipton, of Satinóse, N. M
1912 &
made
who, on
Homestead Entries noa.
Lot 4, S.'c. 6, Twp. 16N, Rng. 24E. &

WHAT

WELL, HE WASN'T SATISFIED TO LEAVE IT IN THE
BANK AND ADD TO IT AND LET IT GROW.
HE HAD THE

HE'LL

"

Pays on loan day application isaccpeted

SEE

Register.

NM
PAZ VALVERDE,

all of Solano

Frank L. Schultz,

Elíseo C.Cordova, U.S. Commissioner
Year Proof to establish claim to the
New Mexicij.on Feb. 1, 'if
Trementina
H.
W.
before
described,
above
land
Claimant- - names as witnesses:
Willcox, Ul S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M, on the 18 day of Dentara Qirntana, Petrolino Qitintano
February, 1919.
All of Trementina, New Mexieo.
Claimant names as witnesses:
E.
Lula
Tiptjn, ' Sabinoso,
Tom. Parks, Benjamin F. Brown,
Harvey Tr Clinard, Henry Garms, all Damacio DelaB-y- . ; W atroja, N.M.
'
of Mosquero, N."'M.
;
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
PAZ- VALVERDE,
" "'HeglnUr
'
Regisier
Jen,.,17 Feb. 14- -

ON LAND

lit

-

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
January 4, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Philip Lots
.

-

é

117

Ei-SE- j:

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Sewing of all kinds.
Mrs. LAUGIILIN,

4

SJ-N-

J,

2

-

J

!

'

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

Safc Place for
your monqx

'

16 1918

Notice is hereby given that

Not'ce is hereby given that
Clarence M. Thompson, of Solano, N.

i;

Reasonable Rates.

,

!(!.

1

J;

Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at

-

Department 0f t,e interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, ,

16 1018.

NKJ-SW-

-

II Lain ut: uuiitr.'

Solicited

XEJ-NW-

.

'"

.

r--i

of Roy, N. M. who cn
M. who, on Nov. 23,U4, Ad.ll. Sep.ll')u,y 2:'"r m:' made II. E. No. 02C521
NWJNE1.
Sec.
191X, made H. E. No. 018831, aJdl. No.
'I'o wnslvip 20
North, J!anffo v 25
NWi-j9- .
025434, for
E N- - M- p- Meridian, has Tiled notice
SVV,& NVVi; Secl7.
of intention to make Pinal Three Year
SEJ SEJ Sjc. 20 & SEl-NESee. 13, T1SÑ.- T.27, E. , N.M.P.M. Proof, to
claim to the land
hw filed .notice
to above deseri bed
of
intention
make lir.al three year proof, to estabbefore F. II. Fo.ster U. S. Commission
lish claim, to the land above described,
r at Roy N. M. on Feb. é 11,19.
before I'Y II. Foster, U. S, Commis(Claimant names is witnesses:
sioner, at his otilen Roy, N. M., on Ftdd'ico Esquibel Adolofo Montoya
on Kelt (i , 1919.
Celedón EüTjuibil
Tito Hurtad
Claimant names as Witnesses:
All of Roy, New Mexico.
J.w, Church
John Bcckman
PAZ VALVERDE,
E. II. Hughes
John Horton
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strong movement Is developing In
Germany to replace the former kaiser
on the throne!
A French destroyer struck a mine
in the Black sea, but succeeded In
Four men'
reaching Constantinople.
were killed.
The fourth son of William Hohen-zollerthe former Prince August William, has taken a situation with a
.
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Sin-

German automobile firm, according to
cerity Should Cona Berlin dispatch.
vince Olherc.
;
President Polncare probably will
! I
;
or
in
'
June
late
United
States
visit the
'
LATE
early in July. This announcement
Christopher, 111. "For four years I
was made by the, president himself in suffered from irregularities, weakness.
nervousness,
TarlB this week.
and
was in a run down
DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
The Seine is steadily rising under
condition.
Two
of
MARK THE PROGRESS
the continuous rain and is threatening
our best doctor
Paris with a repetition of the floods
OF THE AGE.
failed to do me any
of 1910. River transport, which at the
good.- -!
heard
present time is more important than
about what
in normal times, already Is almost
Lydia E. Pinkham'
CValrn Netrapaper tlnlon NawaBame.
suspended.
Vegetable Com-- pi
WAR
ABOUT THE
and bad done for
met fav
government
has
The
Dutch
Civil war in Berlin is turning that orably the request of the British govothers, I tried it
city Into a second Bolshevikl, accord
and was cured. I
ernment that facilities be granted loi
am no longer nering to late reports.
the transport of provisions for troops
vous, am regular,
cap
been
1as
Riga
port
of
The
of occupation
In Germany through
and in cxcnllnnt:
ac
forces,
tured hv the Bolsheviki
Dutch waterways, and for the use ol fiealthr I fcc!!eve-th- e
Compound will
cording to reports.
the Scheldt river for the passage ol cure any female trouble." Mrs. AUCS
1 American marines entering the Forbidden City In Peking on Thanksgiving day to celebrate the signing of
HELLER, Christopher, III.
Lodz and other Polish cities are re demobilized troops.
the armistice. 2 Soldiers and" sailors f the revolutionary government on guard In the courtyard of the ImNervousness is often a symptom of
ported
In a state of vlrtus.1 anarchy,
Count von Bernstorff, former Ger
perial palace ta Berlin. - 3 Workmen removing the protecting sandbags and boards from the Vendóme column In
with the rougher element doing as it man ambassador tp the United States weakness or some functional derangement which may be overcome by this
.
Paris.
pleases.
Is working every day at the German
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia.
are foreign office preparing data for the R Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a
In Esthonla, the Bolshevlkl
clnls at Washington that If the press til recognizable governments have been marching on Reval and have reached peace conference, according to a Ber thousands of women nave found by
reports are correct the Germans jere established In the central nations. If Charlotenoff, about thirty miles eaBt lin dispatch to the Express. To the experience.
If complications exist write Lydia R
Express correspondent Count von
well within their rights and that Genthis were too long delayed It might be- southeast of Reval.
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for
eral Barries acted Injudiciously. The come necessary for (lie allies to step-iGreat Britain, it was learned today Bernstortf said that he indorsed the suggestions in regard to your ailment
war Is not yet formally ended and the
and help, though probably this has Informed Turkey that the Darda plan for a league of nations.
The result of its tons experience Is
allies have no more right to raise one would be done only as a last resort, nelles forts will be destroyed unless
The British warship Hood, now at your service.
of their flags In an enemy city than and the United States might decline to the Turks in Medina surrender imme nearing completion, will be the larg
est fighting vessel In the world. The
would
Germans to fly their colors have any active part In It
diately.
In the Primary Class.
Spartacans Start Civil War in within the
the allied lines.
All members of the bourgeoisie have Hood is 894 feet long and will carr)
Isubelle, to what race does-youTeacher
guns. Her bull it
-- Hi
The British government, It Is under been arrested at Riga by the Lettish eight fifteen-IncBerlin and Many Fall in
mother belong?
lt begins to look as If Russia Is to be stood, will urge that some kind of a soviet, which has abolished the own fitted wiyi an outer cushion against lsabelle (aged six) Human race I
Street Fighting.
left to her fate and to be called on to general peace settlement be the' first ershlp of private property, according wnicn, it is claimed, torpedoes anC
mines will explode harmlessly. The
work out her own salvation or relapse business of the conference, one of the to a Riga dispatch.
Cutleura Comforts. Baby's Skin
vessel is expected to attain a speed
Into barbarism under the semblance of Important reasons for this being that
When red, rough and itching with hot
Sutton
Privates
Lieut.
Arthur
and
of
at
forty
an
miles
hour.
The
least
EEERTC07ERm."'EIITI'?SET? rule of the bolshevlkl. Japan has an It would permit an early demobiliza McCauley, Suess and Haston of the
Hood will cost 3,375,000
poundi baths of Cutleura Soap and touches of
nounced that most of her troops will tion of itie array. Just now this Is a United
Cutleura Ointment. Also make use-nosignal corps have ar sterling.
States
be withdrawn from Siberia, Great serious, matter for England, for last
They
and then of that exquisitely scentrived
Berling
Coblenz.
in
from
Germany
Disorders In Other Parts of
Britain declares that she will send no' week here were many noisy demon will take photographs of happenings SPORT
ed dusting powder, Cutleura Talcum,,
Trotzky Makes Himself Dicta
more men to Russian territory and strations by troops who want to be reStockholders of the Cincinnati Na one of the Indispensable Cutleura
in Berlin and vicinity.
that those now there are being re leased to return to civil life. The
tor of Bolshevik Russia Progtlonal League Club have held tbeli Toilet Trio. Adv. At
persons
five
least
killed
were
called, and there Is no reason to be crews of the
ress of Peace Conference
trawlers
annual meeting and perfected plant
lieve that the United States will In also protested, and It was announced and more than a score wounded dur- for the 1919 season.
. In
Paris America
Restaurant Humor.
crease her forces there. Indeed, some that hereafter the work of these men ing a fight between police and strik
"This fish Is very rich."
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Mourns Roosevelt's
he hai
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at
Iron
the
Vasena
works
the
mostly fishermen would be done by
of our senators and congressmen are
"Yes, It Is well supplied with bones
sold a controlling Interest in th
Death.
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Boston Transcript
American Association Base
In
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probable.
strike
th
city
Inopen
brought
back from Russia at once
breaking of dis
Inflicted for the
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ball Club to W. F. Knebelkamp
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
stead of being left to fight the bolshecipline, by the British soldiers is one WESTERN
Louisville.
To keen clean and healthr take Doctor
Believing themselves now strong
vik armies In the snows of the Arch of the significant signs of the times. In
Pierce's Pleasant Pelleta. They regulata
Former Mayor Hiram C. Gill of
enough to overthrow the Ebert govern'
James O'Rourke,
former majoi liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
angel region and along the Siberian the United States there is similar dls- - attle is dead in that city, a victim of
ment and gain control of Germany, the
league baseball player, is dead at hii
content over the slowness and poor the flu.
Spartacans, led by Llebknecht last railway.
home in Bridgeport, Conn., of pneu PROPER CARE OF THE SICK
Although they are still making con system of demobilization, but so far
Miss Mary Plckford, the motion monia. O'Rourke played with severa
week deliberately provoked civil war
progress In the Baltic prov- there have been no demonstrations.
picture actress, who has been ill with major league teams, and for over thir
In Berlin. First they seized the ar- siderable
Inces and have captured Riga, from
' ' -I- Influenza, is reported improved by her teen years bis baft Ing average ex Nurse's Duties Are Onerous, but They
senal and munition plants at Spandau
Must Be Recognized as Highly
which the allied and German troops
Secretary Baker's pacifist soul Is physician. She was said to be in no ceeded .300.
and armed themselves, and then pro
Necessary.
withdrew, the bolshevlkl have not been finding expression anew these days as danger.
buildgovernment
ceeded to attack the
John McGraw is leaving no stoni
doing so well toward the east The me xanas return
oversens.
irom
in
Ings. Sanguinary fighting ensued, for
Boh Tavi0, one of the last sur- - unturned In bolstering the Giants foi
It Is Important that the mother or
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vivorB of tne jndIan fighters of the the 1919 campaign.
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posted on the Brandenburg gate and
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troubles,
and a story came from Co seems to fear that such martial" dis an average price of $75 per head, ac to unite forces today In rounding ui contact with anyone. If a bathroom
had maintained the ' supremacy and
penhagen to the effect that Trotzky plays as are asked would tend toward cording to announcement at Camp sufficient votes In the Senate and As has been set aside for quarantine, she- had large bodies of troops concentratBowie. The artillery horses cost the sembly to. put a new boxing bll should use this ; If not, a screen and a
ed Just outside the city, ready to enter had quarreled with Lenlne and ordered militarism. He does not say so, but government about $190 each,
it was through the State Legislature, follow basin must answer. She can then slip-inthis
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dictator.
that Is the way It looks.
It. The chancellor, addressing great
cavalry
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the
mounts
$165. ing the announcement that Governoi
about
the next room and change her- crowds outside his palace, bitterly de- Lenlne, It Is sold, sought to effect a
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nounced the Spartacans for their
A jury In Judge Londis' federal
a bill if one Is passed.
She should leave the house by the- "rascally behavior and Insane policy"
court In Chicago did a good job last ate with Secretary Franklin K. Lane
back way, or, at any rate, avoid comof
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conflict
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Berger,
be
week, finding Victor L.
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that
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river reclamation work,
The Ohio Senate adopted the joinl ng in contact with any-- of
Poland over the province of Posen Germer. W. F. Kruse, J. Louis Eng- Colorado
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t
Bamberger
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Governor
asking
the
resolution
ratifying the national pro pants of the house. Once on
may be settled without further fight dahl and Rev. Irwin St. John Tucker
"Át.tlils point the Independent socialshe should not use the street
Wyo hlbltion amendment.
chief
Colorado,
of
executives
governments
ing,
two
have
the
for,
guilty of sedition and disloyalty under ming,
ists jumped Into action, taking advanNevada, Arizona and New MexiIrvln S. Cobb, writer and humorist cars nor euter another hdtlse and, If
tage of the crisis, and tried to force opened negotiations for a peaceful un- the espionage act The congressman- - co to send delegates to
a convention was notified at Detroit ' by Deput) possible, should avoid touching anycrowd. ' A derstanding. But the Ruthenians, at elect from Milwaukee and his Socialist
out the
to be held in Salt Lake Jan. 18.
High Commissioner
De Billy, ol one.
new revolutionary government was latest reports, were determined to re associates were active throughout the
The fumigation of a sick room
France
Cap
been
John
known
that
he
bad
made a che
Hance,
as
better
proclaimed, composed of Independent cover Lemberg and had surrounded war In their efforts to obstruct the
after a contagious Illness Is done by
socialists, with Ledebour, Llegmann that city," which, was defended by a government's war program, and they tain Hance, known to almost every valier of the Legion of Honor.
the board of health upon request or
In order to give permanent exprés
and Tlek In control. This naturally large force of Poles, Including a divi now face terms In a federal prison and tourist who ever visited the Granl
the family physician. Exchange.
heavy fines.,' It may be that Berger Cafion of the Colorado, is dead at his slon to "all Colonel Roosevelt stooc
did not satisfy Llebknecht and he was' sion made up of women.
The Poles were driven out of Vllna will not be permitted to take his seat home In Flagstaff of a paralytic for,", the boys of the nation, 16,00(
said to be continuing his efforts to InThe Way of It
by the bolshevlkl, the defenders be- In the next congress, though this Is un stroke. He was 84 years old. Cap- troops of the Boy Scouts of America
stall a government of his own choospoor woman had to pinch her
"The
ing. Ills followers were In possession ing without cannon and Short of car- certain, owing to his appeal from the tain Hance, who always claimed to comprising 440,000 members, were in self to get along."
have built the first trail down into structed to plant one or more treei
tridges. The bolshevik troops at once verdict.
of the royal stables and of police head"I'll bet her lazy, drinking husband:
the cafion, has for years been chief with' suitable, inscription and cere
quarters. Chief of Police Elchhorn, began a massacre of the civilians.
pinch himself."
didn't
mony
employ
of
memory
ulde
in
of the railroad
in the
the former Pres
who Is one of them, had Ignored his The Polish soldiers retreated to
The allies are planning to mitigate
"No;
the cops did it for him."
ident.
where they were disarmed by the rigors of the blockade, of the cen- - ana noiei company at me canon.
dismissal by the people's commissionor
to
Bialystok.
hoay
sent
Klndelon,
the
beyond
Germans
Is
and
J.
not
Patrick
It
a reasonabl doubt
ine
ers. Radek, the bolshevik emissary
tral powers In order to let In food, not
There they were robbed by Germans for the Huns, but for Poland and the cniel special agent oi tne Southern that the former kaiser of German)
from Russia, was advising the Sparta'
I,..': and started for Polish territory.
peopte of the Balkans and certain sec- - Pacific Railway Company, noted man will surrender to the American army.
cans.. .
.
.
Paderewskl and Ptlsudskl are still tions of Russia. Partial surveys of hunter and tracker of train robbers,
Dispatches coming as this Is written
Louisiana Wednesday observed th
e
president of the Inter- - one hundred and fourth anniveraar)
say
the Spartacans were being trying to get together to form a gov the food situation show that these re-- and
strengthened by the accession of. some ernment for Poland, knowing that dis gions are neor starvation, the shortage national Association of Railway Spe-o- f of the battle of New - Orleans. Bus!
of the troops and were holding the sension must end before the allies will
breadmeat and fats being especial- - clal A8enta ot Wce, was found in ness generally was suspended.
principal points In Berlin ; that Qustav help.
ly serious. Most of the fats must bo ilQen uaie parK urban irancisco.
Appointment of Huston Thompsoi
Noske, commander in chief of,- - the
supplied by America. The German ves- - A bullet wound caU8ed his death, of Denver, assistant attorney general,
volver was found beside to membership on the Federal Trade
Ebert government troops, was preparsels required to send food to Europe and hls
President Wilson returned
ing to call new forces In to attempt to from Italy, where he probably accomwill be available before long and Mr. bba- - No motlve for 8uIcld 18 known. Commission to succeed Senator-elec- l
regain control of Berlin, and that 8 plished much in clearing' up the situ Hoover, who Is directing the relief and at hla offlce u was thought possl- - Harris of Georgia, was confirmed bj
" enemy uaa iBKen ms the Senate.
violent reaction by the more conservaation concerning the disputed territory work. Is doing all In his power to
''
tive elements was expected.
Crazed by the death of Theodore
on the east coast of the Adriatic. It Is hasten the supplies so sorely needed. . "ie
Roosevelt, Charles T. Burnham, on
There vere reports that the civil said that opinion In Italy on this matWASHINGTON
war was spreading to other parts of ter Is divided, many of the people preThe Navy Department has practi- - of the original Bull Moosers of Wor
All other events of last week were
Germany and that violent uprisings ferring to have peace rather than to pvershadowed, so far as America was calIv offered a bonus of thirty days' cester, killed himself by swallowing
were disturbing Bavaria and the Rhendose ot poison. When Burnham
Insist on possession of the land that concerned, by the death of Colonel Dar t a11 men recently discharged
s
ish provinces.
In' Munich and Bruns- the
claim. It Is likely a Roosevelt.
Believed by his countless irom tne armv' nayy or marine corps learned of the death of the
wick there were strikes and riots In- compromise can be reached In the admirers to be the greatest American provided they enlist promptly in the
he spent hours reading every
line he could find about Colonel
cited by the adherents of Llebknecht, peace congress without great difficulty. since Abraham Lincoln, he Is admitted navy.
tores being pillaged and several pef-loPremier Lloyd George being de by those who disagreed with him to
Road building on an intensive scale Roosevelt. Tben be ended his life.
killed. The main strength of the tained In London, the preliminary conA portrait of George Washington
have been unexcelled In courageous la expected by government officials
Spartacans, however, Is In Berlin.
Defined
ferences of the premiers and foreign patriotism and zeal for the welfare of this year.
estimates of by Gilbert Stuart was sold for $21,- If any government can hold out until ministers of the four great powers In his country and his countrymen. To amounts to be spent this year include 000 at public auction to a firm of art
the national assembly has met and de- Paris went over to this week, but Mr. eulogize one whose remarkable quail- - the following:
Iowa, $15,674,000;
dealers at the first sale of early
-termined what the future of Germany Wilson had an important Informal con ties and achievements were known to Texas. $20,000,000; Nebraska, $1,657,-- American portraits held in New Yors
shall be, It may be recognized by the ference with Premier Orlando of Italy all the world seems superfluous.
nd which was under the auspjees of
His 089 North Dakota, $3,000,000; Wyo- allies as competent to enter Into the and the representatives of Japan.
the American Art Association.
The
passlng evoked the sincere and unlver-- mIn' 653,000; Colorado, $3,900,000;
peace negotiations and sign the treaty.
President Polncare named the fol sal grief of men and women In every California, $20,000,000; Arizona, $900,- - portrait was from the collection ol
That, of course, Is Its Immediate aim, lowing as the French delegates to the rank of life. No pomp and clrcum- - 00; Nevada, $1,148,849.80; Idaho, $1,- - Thomas B. Clarke. Three years ago
and that Is what the Spartacans are peace conference: Premier Clemen- - stance marked his funeral none was 000,000.
the portrait was sold for $3,500.
Dghtlng against so strenuously.
ceau, Foreign Minister Pichón, Finance needed, for his glorious place In history
An agreement between the Bethle-an- d
Rolla Wells, governor of the fed
Minister Elotz, Jules Cambon and AnIn the hearts of his fellow citizens nem Shipbuilding Company and the eral reserve bank of St. Louis and
The military commission of the al- dre Tardieu, high commissioner to the is secure.
thirteen international unions compris- - of the Eighth federal reserve district
lies sent to Berlin In connection with United States. The French have subing the metal trades department of confirmed the report that he had rea,
the carrying out of the terms of the mitted to other delegations a program
Another mighty good man oassed tue American Federation of Labor, signed his position and said that he
armistice got mixed up In the ruction for procedure by which the peace con- away Inst week Maj. Gen. J. Franklin whereby the unions are recognized as had been notified that his successor
and, seeking
protection, persuaded gress would take up matters In this Bell, commander of the department of representing the employés, has been would be selected soon.
"
General Harries of the American army order: A general agreement for the the East Ho was a West Pointer and "nounced.
The initial peace treaty, probably
to raise the American flag over the creation of a league of nations; the had a distinguished career of forty
The Webb Kenyon law forbidding' will be signed before the end of
"
Hotel Adlon, where the members were setting up of new Independent states years In the army, In the course of shipment of liquor into a dry state is February. Germany again has apsheltered. A street mob threatened to growing out of the war; the assess which he saw much fighting In Indian constitutional and does not violate proached" the allies with a view to
storm the building if the flag were not ment of damages and Indemnities and campaigns and In the Philippines.
He tho constitution in the regulation of having the negotiations concluded as
lowered, and at the demand of the manner of payment; the conclusion of trained the Seventy-sevent- h
7
division Interstate commerce, according to rul- soon as possible. The feeling in the
Ebert government this was done. In- peace treaties with the central powers. for the war in Europe but was not ing just made by the Supreme Court allied: countries appears to favor the
dignant patriots are assured by offl- - The treaties, It Is plain, must wait un physically fit for service at the
utmost expedition oossible.
front. at the United States. y
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It would take more than 1,000 years to
count in $10 bills the money spent in
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suiTerlng.

Increased illness.
Increased death rate.
xLowered race vitality.
Decreased birth rate.
Curtailed education.
Moral degradation.
Property destroyed.
Crops and trees devastated.
.

Cargoes sunk. .
.
Property damaged by idleness.
Industry crippled by diversion of men.
Production diverted from creative to destructive
.

checked.
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Of these Indirect losses to the Invaded territory
which hns been redeemed by the allied armies,
Andre Tardieu, French high commissioner to the
United States, nays :
'
"The territories which have been under a arman
iULlCOSCU

fc

occupation for four years were the wealthiest
pnrt of France. Their area did not exceed 6 per
ent of the whole country. They paid, however, 25
per cent of the sum total of our taxes. These
territories, which have been occupied again by us
at the cost of ourwn blood and the blood of our
liles, are now In a state of ruin even worse than
we had anticipated. The very "ground Is torn,
overturned, laid waste, damaged with shell splinters, and for months, maybe for years, unfit for
production. The fruit trees have been cut, sawed
down to the level of the, ground.
"Ol the cities nnd villages nothing remains but
ruibs; 350,000 homes have been destroyed. To
build them up ugnln -- I urn refwrliig to the build--
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United States

Great Britain
France

Italy.

Germany

3,764,700
7,500,000
.. 6,000,000
2,500,000
14,000,000,
350,000
300,000
600,000

52,103
1,000,000
1,100,000
250,000
3,500,000
50,000
,
150,000
200,000

...11,000,000

2,500,000
2,000,000
250.000
50,000

6,900,000
4,500,000
750,000
200,000

Bulgaria

11,102,169

26,435,108

.

7,500,000 -

Austria-Hungar- y

Turkey

.........t

ar

SHED AND THE TREASURE SPENT
Men In
Lives
Total
f
"Arma.
Lost
Casualties

....4..

Russia
Belgium
Serbia
Roumanla

:

1,500,000
1,000,000
56,014,700

"

.

ing proper, without furnishings 600,000,000 days
of work will be necessary, involving, together with
possibly 50,000 Hves every one a precious offerbuilding material, an outlay of 10,000,000,000
ing to freedom but several times as many Amerfrancs.
icans have died at home during the recent Influ
"As regards personal property of every descripenza epidemic
.
tion, either destroyed by battle or stolen by the
f
When we consider the number of Americans
Germans, there stands an additional loss of tit
who died In our Civil war, our present losses
least 4,000,000,000 francs. This valuatiou of lost
seem almost trivial. The deaths from all causes
personal property does not include as definite
In the Civil war totaled 618,528
abbut 15 times
figures are lacking as yet the countless war conas many lives as the world war cost tho United
tributions and fines by the enemy, amounting also
States. Those killed In action on the Union side
to billions.
110,070 men fighting for the North out
alone
"I need hardly say that, In those wealthy lands,
more than two to one the Americans who
number
no agricultural resources are left. The losses in
have recently died fighting overseas.
bovine
In
cattle,
horses and
and bovine species,
The financial contribution America has made tohogs, goats amount to 1,510,000 head In agriculward defeating the central powers is magnificent
tural equipment to 484,000 machines or carts the
but comparatively a small sacrlflce for the rich'
two Items worth together 6,000,000,000 francs.
country In the world.
est
"Now as regards Industries, the disaster Is eveu
To
date the total war Indebtedness of the Unit
more complete. These districts occupied by tlm
ed States Is $17,852,377,000, distributed as follows:
Germans and whose machinery has been methodically destroyed or "taken away by the enemy,
$2,000,000,000
First Liberty Loan
were, Industrially speaking, the very heart of
3,808,000,000
Second Liberty Loan
'.
4,176,000,000
Loan..
France. They were ilie very backbond. of-' out" t., Third Liberty
'
Liberty
Lpan
6,989,047,000
fourth
production, as shown iu the following startling
StaftipB
879,300,000
Saving
.
War.
figures:
"In 1913 the wool output of our Invaded regions V? A fifth loan is being planned to help (fcfray the
amounted to 94 per cent of the total French procost of the jvur. The tax bill now under consld'
And corresponding figures were: For
duction.
erntlon by congress aúd other taxation will not
flax from the spinning mills, AO per cent ; Iron ore,
net the remainder America has spent, or will spend
ÍK) per cent ; pig Iron, 83 per cent'; steel, 70 per
to finish up the disagreeable Job.
cent; sugar, 70 per cenjt; cotton, 60 per cent; coal,
But even If the war finally costs America
55 per cent; electric power, 45 per cent. Of all
estimates have varied from
that, plants, machinery, mines, nothing Is left.
$20,000,000,000 to $5X),000J000,000 that 13 a small
Everything has been carried away or destroyed
portion of its national wealth. How the amount
by the enemy. So complete Is the destruction
the United .States has spent onthe war compares
that. In the case of our great coal mines In the
with Its economic wealth and how these figures
north, two years of work will be needed before a
stand for the principal other belligerents may be
single ton of coal can be extracted, and ten years
seen from .the following estimates, no exact figbefore the output is back to the figures of 1913.
.
ures being' available:
"All that must be rebuilt, and to carry out that
National Wealth. War Cost. Pre-wkind of reconstruction only there will be a need
Debt
United .State.. ..1250,000,000,000 $30,000,000,000 11.000,000,000
of over 2,000,000 tons of pig iron, nearly 4,000,000
90,000,000,000
40,000,000,000
8.600,000,000
Britain...
Great
tons of steel not to mention the replenishing of
6,500,000,000
France .......... 66,000,000,000 ' 28,000,000,000
stocks and of raw materials which must of neces86.000,000,000
10,000,000,000.
2,M,000,'OoO
Italv
40,000,000,000
26,000,000,000
4,441,000,000
sity be supplied to the plants during the first year "Kus'ala
of resumed activity.1 If we take into account
..1481,000,000,000 $138,000,000,000 $18,400,000,000
Total
-

-

Business development
,....
Tnflnflm
vm.

-

the war.

.

Four months would be required
for men killed in the war to march
past a given point.

IfHttri Nwipper

these different Items we reach as regards industrial needs a total of 25,000,000,000 francs.
"To resurrect these regions, to reconstruct these
factories, raw materials alone are not sufficient;
we need means of transportation. Now the enemy
has destroyed .our railroad tracks and railroad
track equipment. Our rolling stock, which In the
first month of the war, in 1914, was reduced by
50,000 cars, has undergone the wear and tear of
50 months of war.
"Our merchant fleet, on the other hand, has lost
more than a million tons through the submarine
warfare. Our shipyards during the last four
years have not built any ships. For;they have
produced for us and for our aillo canuou, ammu
nltion and tanks. Here, again, for this Item
alone of means of transportation we must figure
on an expense of 2,500,000,000 francs. This makes,
If I sum up these different items, a need of raw
material which represents In cost, at the present
rate of prices In France, not less than 50,000,000,'
000 francs.
"And this formidable figure does not cover
everything.. I have not taken into account the
loss represented for the future production of
France by the transformation of so msnv factories which for four years were exclusively deI have not taken Into
voted to war munitions.
account foreign markets lost to us as a result
of our productive
of the destruction of
capital and the almost total collapse of our trade.
I have not token into account the economic weak
ening that we shall suffer tomorrow owing to the
I053 of 3,000.000 young and vigorous men."
Compared to these, the losses accruing to the
United States as a result of the war are, of course,
slltht. America has scarcely been "bloodied." It
Is true that the war may cost the United States

given point
The enemy dead, although definite figures ore
cot available, number about 4,800,000. For them
to pass In review would require more than six

purposes.

HOTEL

ENTERS

ROOM AND FIRES SHOT AT

.

t

With Canada's great task in the
war before the public, the burdens
that she so willingly took and so ably
carried, and her recent victory In
$175,000,000 to the 6th Victory Bond Loan more than she asked,
he would be a skeptic who would associate the word pessimism with her
present condition.
Canada deplores
the heavy human loss which she has
suffered, but even'thoso akia to those
lost In battle say with cheerfulness
that while the sacrlflce was great, the
cans was wonderful and accept
their sufferings with grace. It may
well be said there is no room in Canada today for the pessimist. The agricultural production of the country
has doubled In four years. $140,000,-00- 0
are the railway earnings today
or S times what they were ten years
ago, while the bank deposits are now
$1,733,000,000 aa compared with
thirty years ago.
There Is a wonderful 'promts for
the future.
It Is with buoyancy that Canada
faces an era of peace. She has tricrisis of
umphed over the
war. Before the war Canada was a
borrower, and expected to continue so
for many years. For the past year and
a half we have seen her finance herself. She has also been furnishing
credits to other nations.
A recent article in the "Boston
Transcript" says:
"The people at home have not been
lagging behind the boys at the front In
courage, resourcefulness and efficiency.
The development of Canada's war Industry is an industrial romance of
front rank. American Government
can testify to the efficiency of
the manufacturing plant Canada has
built up in four short years. In
after Department where they
found. American Industry failed them
they were able to turn to Canada. The
full story may be revealed some day."
The same paper says:
"It is a new Canada that emerges
from the world war in 1918 a nation
transformed from that which entered
"
the conflict in 1914.
"The war has taken from Canada a
cruel toll. More than 60,000 of her
bravest sons lie In soldiers' graves In
Europe.
Three times that number
have been more or less Incapacitated
by wounds. The cost of the war In
money Is estimated to be already
$1,100,000,000.
These are not light
losses for a country of 8,000,000 people.
Fortunately there is also a credit side.
Canada has found herself in this war.
She has discovered not merely the gallantry of her soldiers, but the brains
and capacity and efficiency of her
whole people.
In every branch, in
armjs, In industry, In finance, she ha3T
had to measure her wits against the
world, and In no case has Canada reason to be Other than Kratifled."
Advertisement.
sub-crlbl-
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Canada as a Nation Builder.

AFTER

BERLIN

SHORT LULL.

t

Throughout all the daylight hours of June, July,
August and September, then, the ghastly procession would continue. It Is an appalling picture to
contemplate.
As preliminary punishment for the fugitive
kaiser, for whom so many horrible fates have
been suggested, there may be torture available
here. For him to stand at attention throughout
four hot summer months, while' the ghosts of
those he sen Mo death pass In constant review
fmrely, that might Tnfllct mental agony enough to
appease the most' vindictive.
Historians will finally agree that $221,000,000,- 000 or some such figure was spent by the nations Involved. They will eventually place the
toll of dead at 11,000,000 or thereabout. They
may decide that shipping was destroyed to the
value of $2,000,000,000.
But never. In computing
the cost of the war, will they be able to estimate
accurately these Indirect losses:

raniso

FIGHTING HAS BEEN RESUMED

ui Dsm euer at nis winaow.
7
lía is counting $10 billa. EUa cas
i is aiucseu mgn wiu Daies oí iv
C
I
bills. He Is counting 100 Mils every
day,
minute. He works tea bo.ví
seven days a week. F is trying to
count the money spent on the world
war. But he will never, never be
able to do It not he, nor his son, nor
tils eon's son, nor many generations to come.
To count out in $10 bills the money spent on
the war would take more than 1,000 years.
Methuselah, who lived to be 909 years old,
might have done It by , working, nights. No other
mortal could.
It must not be overlooked that Methuselah,
either In his own time or ours, would soon have
run out of currency. The world does hot have,
' and never will have, In money of any denomination, the appalling sum of $221,000,000,000. Something like that Is what the world has spent on
the war that Is passing Into history, writes Gleu-do- n
Allvlne In the New York Tribune.
These are figures that outdistance the comprehension of the wisest man that ever lived. The
cost of the war transcends all the monetary
which even
financier can conjure up. ,
Nor is it much easier to conceive the toll of Ufe,
Chat the war hug taken,
t .
Great Britain alone has lost In the war about
3,000,000 men. France has lost perhaps 100,000
more. In a general way these figures mepn
.something to us, but an Illustration may help
visualise these allied dead. '
Not more than 100,000 persons' have marched
In the greatest parade that Fifth avenue has
ever known. Our preparedness parade, and pos-lb- lj
the Third Liberty loan parade, totaled ihat
number of marchers. All day long they marched,
.and until after sundown. We thrilled at the sight
of these living Americans.
Let us visualise the march of the British dead.
At daybreak they start down Fifth avenue, 20
abreast. Their fallen comrades follow a few paces
behind, In close marching order. Until sundown
these men who have "gone west"' march down the
avenue. The next day there Is a similar parade,
and the next, and the next. For ten days the
British dead pass in review.
For 11 days more the French dead file down
the Avenue of the Allies. Three weeks of marching dead men.
The Russians who died fighting for their empire
that was would require the daylight hours of five
weeks more. And for the other brave allied fighting men we must reserve a fortnight. Two months
and a half for the allied dead to march past
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235,117
3,049,991
4,000,000
1,000,0005,000,000
300,000
200,000
300,000
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London, Jan. 13. Fighting has bee
resumed in Berlin, according to advices received her tonight from Copenhagen. The Spartacana are said
to be still holding a portion of the
Tageblatt building.
The Spartaeaa
losses since the outbreak of the revolution are 'about 1,300 persons killed.
The plant of the Vorwaerts was recaptured by government troops this
morning in heavy fighting. Three
hundred Spartacans are reported te
have been taken prisoner. The Vorwaerts building was attacked from ad.
joining streets and house topi. The
attacking forces used light artillery,
mine throwers and gas bombs in an
all night bombardment.
The Spartacans, who were barricaded in the
building, replied with heavy rifle and
machine gun fire. Panic reigned thru-othe neighboring district during
the bombardment.
Paderewski Wounded.
London, Jan. 12. Ignace Jan Pad.
rewski, the Polish leader, has been
slightly wounded by an assassin, who
entered the room of his hotel at Warsaw and fired one shot at him. Several Bolsheviki implicated in the plot
to kill him have been arrested. Mr.
Paderewski has been' in Warsaw for
several days conferring with political
leaders in an attempt to form a government representing all parties. In
Dansig on his way to Warsaw the
Germans attempted to prevent him
from going to Posen. After he arrived at Posen and while he was asleep
In a hotel a crowd of Germans fired
on a parade of children who were
marching in honor of. Paderewski.
Two of the children were killed and
several bullets struck the window of
the room occupied by Mr. Paderewski.
ut

NATION

MEET.

HEADS

First Preliminary

of Great Peace
Meeting.
Paris, Jan. 12. The supreme coun

eil of the peace congress, consisting
of President Wilson and the premiers

and foreign ministers of the four
powers. Great Britain. France,
the United States and Italy, met at
3 o'clock this afternoon at the French
foreign office for the first formal ex
change of views and to make arrange
ments for the procedure of the con;
ference tomorrow, at which the ful
delegations will be present. Today's
meeting waft chiefly interesting In its
personal aspects the bringing to
gether for the first time in contact
of the world's best known statesmen,
who now are the guiding figures of the
congress.

treat

"

$35,000,000,000
40,000,000,000
28,000,000,000
10,000,000,000
25,000,000,000
5,000,000,000
4,000,000,000
3,000,000,000

-

.

40,000,000,000
25,000,000,000
4,000,000,000
2,000,000,000

$221,000,000,000

$133,-000,0-

soul-testin- g

."

..

Fighting in Buenos Aires.
Buenos Aires The commanders of
the government troops officially report
260 dead and 700 wounded as a result
of the strike riots in this city. Altho
the iron workers' strike is settled and
the sreneral strike which had been de
dared by the Regional Federation was
called there is only a slight decrease
in the actrof anarchy. The Moderation, which is known as an anarchist
organization, issued a statement disclaiming any connection! with' the lawlessness, which it was asserted w
due to foreign agitators, bhootmg in
various parts of the city and cavalry
patrols clashed with armed groups of
men. Probably the most sedou fighting took place at the penitentiary, the
city water works and at several po
!..
lice stations.
" ' Burleson Wins Cable Suit.

4

Knew Human Nature.
The old 'lady who declared It Impossible to please some people certainly snld something.

RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.

'

To half pint of water add I oz. Biy
Rum, a small box of Barbo Compound,
ox. of glycerine.
and
Any druggist can
put this up or you can mix it at home at
very little cost. Full directions for making and use come in each box of Barbo
Compound.
It will gradually darken
streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft
and glossy. It will not color the scalp, is not
sticky or greasy, and does not rub off.Adv.
In most cases a man doesn't realize
how lucky he Is when a woman refuses to marry him.

A Coated Tongue?

The injunction suit
Xew York,
brought bv the Commercial Cable Cora
pany and the Com.nercial Fac'ifio Cable
Company to restrain Postmaster General
Burleeon from taking over for the gov
k
L si
AAflifai
fAnrnia
Ma usa vile VVSW
WVilEUDs
UlMJ
A hstA KMtalh
ernment their respective cable" lines and taste
in the mouth, languor and debility,
merging them with lines controlled by
are usually
the Western Union Telegraph 'Company,
signs that
the liver is
was dumiesed by Federal Judge Learned
out of order.
Hand.
Counsel for the companies an
Pbof.
b
nounced that an appeal wpuld be taken,
says:
The liver is
Says $14.000.000 Wasted.
an organ
Washington Expenditures by the
secondary in
war department of. 114,000,000 for th
importance
construction of a dam at Musclt
only to the
Shoals, Ala., to furnish water power
heart."
for a government nitrate plant was
We can
characterized as a "criminal waste of
mana facthe public's money" by Kepresenta.-tiv- e
ture poisons
Longworth of Ohio in the house.
within onr
He served notice that later; he-- would
own bodies
demand an investigation.

What it Means

Hsm-Wete-

Fifth Loan in April.
The Fifth Liberty Loan will proba
German
bly be floated, late in April, will be
74,000,000,000
$40.000,000,000
Kmplr'e
$1,165,000,000
the last one, will be as lar?e as the
Austria- 31,000,000,000
26,000,000,000
$,995.000,000
Hungary .....
fourth loan and will be-- short-terone, probably five years, according to
Total .,....'.$105,000,000,000 $05,000,000,000 $0,160,000,000
Lewis IS. franklin, director of th
war loan division of the treasury de
Swiss bankers, who from their neutrnt vantnge partment.
point have watched 24 nations spend money on a
scale hitherto unknown, have estimated the anAttorney General Resigns.
nual cost as follows for the 1,507 days the world
Washington Thomas Watt Greg
was plunged In war:
ory, attorney general of the United
States since 1914, has resigned be...$10,000.000,000
1914
cause of "pecuniary responsibilities"
20,000,000,000
1915
and will return to the practice of law.
38.000,000,000
1916
President Wilson has agreed to his re60.000.000,000
1917
Mr. Greg-87,000,000,000 tirement next March 4.
1918
ory's letter of resignation dated Jan$221,000,000,000
uary 9 and the president's reply, caTotal
bled from Paris the next day, hav
The Acures used In this discussion, both refer- been made public at the White House.
ring to filnod and treasure, are accurate wherever Frank L. Polk and Senator James
definite figures have been made available by the Hamilton Lewis have, been mentioned
governments Involved. The figures for the central among prospectives for the appointment.
,
powers are, necessarily, estimates.
a

Cost in Dollars

rvk:.
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which ara
es deadly as a snake's venom.
The liver acts as a euard ever our
g,
sifting out the cinders and
asnee irom the general circulation.
A blockade in the intestines riles a
heavy burden upon .the liver. If tho
intestines are choked or cloeeed ud.
the circulation of the blood becomes
Íoisoned and the system becomes
toxic waste, and we suffer
irom neadache, yellow-coate- d
tongue,
bad taste in mouth, nausea, or cas.
acid dyspepsia, languor, debility, yellow
skin or eyes. At such times one should
take a pleasant laxative. Such a one
is made of
leaves of aloe,
aiap, put into ready-to-u- se
lorm Dy
Doctor Piec, nearly fifty years ago,
and sold for 25 cents by all druggisUI
as Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pelleta.
well-bein-

May-appl- e,

Stockton, Cali.
For constipation, sick
headache, an i&actin liver. Indigestion and
then is nothing to equal Dr. Pisra's
Pleasant Pelleta. I have triad other things bat"
liks the 'Pellets' bass of
U
rma, 829 3. Grant Stoat
.
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Chamberlain's Tablets
When you are troybledjwith ir.d!gst-io- n
or constipation. .take Chamberlains
Tablets. They fctrengthen the stomach
and enable it to perform it's (unction
naturally. Indigestión is usall'' aecoms
paniud by constipation and is aggra
vated by it. Chamberlains Tablets'
cause auntie movement of the
the constipated conditions.
bowel-relievin-

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF

g

AC-

TION.

In the District Court Thereof, Fourth
Judicial District
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
)ss.
County of Mora
)
C. G. Parsons, Plaintiff,
Defendant,

.Ty

Floersheim's wanted last
week's adv. to run again

No. 2499.

Ptiblie-SalI

The said defendant, Guy M. Howe,
hereby notified that a suit,-i- attachment has been commenced against you
in the District Court for the county of
Mora,State of New Mexico, by said C.
G. Parsons, plaintiff, claimiiisr iudee- ment against you for $567.47 on ac-count of services, labor, time and et- -'
forts rendered by plaintiff to defendant in proem ing a purchaser for certain land and real estate in Mora County, New Mexico, and that your property has been attached, and that unless
you enter or cause to be entered your
appeal anee in snid suit on or before
the fifteenth day of February, A. D.,
1D1Í), judgement ivillbe rendered against you and your property will be sold
to satisfy the same.

will Sell at Auction at the

o

If weather conditions are favorable,

6 M ilk Cows, 6

SPECIAL AfTER-I- VENTOR Y SALE
Continues thruout the month of January

H olsteins and

.1. FRANK CURNS,
Attorney for
Plaintiff, Wagon Mound, New Mex.

At FLOERSHEIM'S STORE
Why Meat Prices Vary
in Different Stores
Primitert
Good
choice
to

Be fere using

a cure.

Par

Pattern.
Tho trouble with, the nverngo
man Is the poor selection of Ida
pattern.
self-niad-

Get

.i,

'j

,

Your-New- s

From

Headquarters
All the official news of the
State Capital appears first
jrjihe Santa Fe. New Mexican

10

17.0W19.85

teers...

11.

10

(M

75

'5 19'

8 3Si..r..:tr,
7.2S9 :ZS
6.MAI2.U
JüWIS.W

COL. P. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.

Haw's This 2'

'

These newspaper quotations
represent live cattle prices in
Chicago on December 30th, 1918.
The list shows price ranges
on nine general classified groups
with a spread of $13.85 per.cwt
the lowest at $6.50 and the
highest at $20.35.
Why this variation in price?
Because the meat from different animals varies greatly in
quality and weight.
Although the quotations
shown are in nine divisions,
Swift & Company grades cattle
into 34 general classes, and each
class into a variety x of weights
and qualities.

appears

the Stite
first i;i t'uSintaFe New Mex
Capital

of

can.
The activities of all patriotic oi'ji.iniZHtions
are reported
fully in the Mantt Ke New
"Joxi?an.

.

m

of the
over
reeeivd

authentic news

All

-

(iicat Wr,

wir.j from the. Associ-- .
a'ed Press is presented in the
Sa'ita l''e New Mexican,
1

-

most reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall's
C&tarrh Medicine acts thru the Blood on.
Mucous- surfaces, expellin? tho Pol-s- on
from the Blood and healing the
portions.

After you have taken Hall's Catarrh

Mltcine for ft short time you will see a
great improvement in your general',

health. Start taking HMl's Catarrh MfcJi-cl- ne
at once and Ret rid. of catarrh. Sent'
tor testimonials, free.
F. JCHENKY A CO., Toledo, Ohio,
Sold by all JSruKgists, 75c

.

.

F arm For Sale!

Rev. Howell, wife, son, and a
neighbor drove down from thtir
ranch Friday. They .came in a
brd and made it come through,
but will not likely try such a trip
again. The roads, were almost
mpassabk

r

840 Acres of Land,
100 acres of Wheat,

The S A job office turned out
job
a
of Stationary for Dr. Gam
ble, propietor of the Mosquero
Drug Store. We like to get these
jobs unsolicited. It makes us be
lieve our work for others has got
the job for us.
,

Horses, Cattle, Feed, Harness,
Saddle, Farm Machinery,
Chcikens, Furniture, Good Buildings,: 2 wells and a Spring,
Sand-pit- ,

As a result of these differences in
cattle prices, (due to differences in
weights and meat qualities), there is a
range of 15 cents in Swift & Company's selling prices of beef . car-

Santa Fe
New Mexican
Santa Pe,

N. M.

50c a month, $6.00 a year

;

.

Located Between Roy and Mills

R W. GEN,

ami

These facts explain:
1

Why retail prices

vary,

LOST

in

different stores..
2 Why it would be difficult o
regulate prices of cattle or
beef.
3 Why it requires experts to
judge cattle and to sell meat,
so as tó yield the profit of.
only a fraction of a cent a
pound a profit too small to
affect prices.

Homemade Hand Bas

HAY FOR

SALE-Niwk-
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su
n.ttop pwAioi
ket, in Roy or on the road home. bundle Cane.JIay,. $2.5 pot ton
t
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A iriftand prized as such. Find 15 miles Ea&t of Roy.
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Mrs. T.

0. Scott

Rose Comb Rhode

For
If you want a strictly ,
Red Cockerels for $1.50
Island
TAILOR MADE SUIT
Enquire
of Mrs. G.B. Hall,
each.
Tni or. not a
vy
Sitie-- -

Comb Old Toilet Adjunct
'ComW have bpcu used in the tollftt
Tbe Greek,
ai
no very micient times.
nd the Roman ladles
lmld up
osed thoiii to iirrango nnd
measures
m
Hiclr hair; even Indies niñón
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taken by any
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You
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seem to have
Some of The Eoy Taik r w' make it for
them
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were mnde of wwd, wome of you.
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Roy, N. M.

--

"Mail-Order-Uous-

8w1hh

Swift & Company,U.S.A.
Subscribe Now to the

,

VT&tttthr Ono ITundWd Dollars Henarñ'.
tor any obs of CiWarrtl that cannot be:
curaJ by Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
Hall's-CatarrMedicine Mas been taken
fiy catarrh- atiflVT'ers- - tor the past thirtyfive yearsi.and has bocorae known as the

casses.
All the fresh political gossip

"

H. A. GRAY, Owner.

E. Dana Johnson is back on
the job on the Santa Fe New
Mexican and just in time too for
we couldr't have stood much
more of his substitute. Another
week would have seen the larger
part of their list at Roy. cut off
without regard to expiration.
The Legislature of N. M. is
now in session and is Republican
by a majority making all things
possible and fixing the responsi
bility beyond question.
Fulfilled pledges is the best
politics, and we hope they act on
this princ:!e. The Democratic
paity can well afford to take sec
ond place if the Republicans will
ut come clean.

$1.9020.3

Yearlinrt, fair to fancy
Fat cowi and heifer
Canninc eowt and heifen
Bulla, plain to beat
Poor to fancy calve
Weatern range atccr

Chamberlains cough remedy

.,

it wri

Common to medium

ut

...

a approved

months without interest
notes, 10 percet discount for cash.

TERMS:-v.

25

yds preparation for a
cough or cold you may want to know
what it has done for others. Mrs. J. A.
KiioU, Chillicothe, Mo., says "Cham-IwrlaiCough Remedy cannot be Leat
for coughs and colds." Mrs. 0. Cook
v rites, "I have found that it give
the
Uckest relief of any cough remedy I
liave ever used." H. J. Moore, 0al,
Pa. says,
have ufed Chamberlain
Cough Remedy
n several occasions
hcn I was suffering with a cold on
my chest and has already brought

Jerseys.

.;.

1

PEDRO A. ORTEGA,
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Court.
I'.y Bernardo Trujilio. Dp.ity.

e

Sat. Jan. 25' '18.
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Floersheim Correl, ROY,

But we "Wrecked it" They now ask you to get that
list of Prices, compare it with your favorite Catalog,
and donate the amount we save you plus - freight-trelief of the "Near-East- "
It will surprise you.
--

v.
Guy M. Howe,

V

KODAK

FINISHING

I will develan
Kodak rtH
your
and print
per
ron lor
films at lOcts.
TWO MARF. 'OR SALE
per
'Jets,
well developing an J
"
Internationa!. Le Gear's,& Cheap. 5 and 1'' trs old,Priced
Leave'
'ng.
print for prir
FOOD, 1 0 broke to work nowhere.'Sent ca ii t.i-office
buyyour work at ae
the
j
suit
t
Percent Oíí fcr the next du to. SELL, on tim
Liberily
(iarage
years.
or
o:-live
er, one, two,
Kyal Wade Photogrp'ii
ESE,Mosqufi'0. I1
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